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A Unique Experience in Fun and Fitness 
SIGN UP NOW 
AND YOU RECEIVE 
• YOUR OWN EXCLUSIVE PROGRAM 
ON THE rULL LINE or NAUTILUS 
• ATTENTIVE PROfESSIONAL STArr· 
ING CONCERNED WITH YOUR 
SPECIFIC CONDITIONING NEEDS 
• PRIVATE SAUNAS AND SUNDECK 
WITH OUTDOOR JACUZZI 
• SPACIOUS DR&SSING AREAS 
• SNACK BAR INCLUDING BEER AND 
WINE . 
• SOCIAL EVENTS. DANCE BANDS. 
HEALTH rOOD POTLUCKS AND 
MORE ... 
• NUTRITION AND DIET COUNSELING 
... AND IF YOU JOIN NOW!! 
PAY NO INITIATION FEE 
Plus all Nautilus members have free use of 
existing fitness center starting now! 
GET A NAUTILUS WORKOUT FOR LESS THAN '1 00 A DA YI! 
The Garden Nautilus Center 
INSIDE THE GARDEN RACQUETBALL CLUB 
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by Janet M. Machak 
like most of my predecessors, I accept-
ed the position of Editor-in-Chief of 
CLASSMATE with mixed emotions: 
pleased to be asked, but worried that I 
would not be able to adequately fill the 
job. In mid-May, when I first took over the 
responsibility, I nervously wondered if 
ANYTHING would go right for the luly 
issue. A dozen "what ifs" ran in and out of 
my mind. But dozens of conversations 
with the out-going editor and hours of 
phone conversations later I staff. articles, 
ideas, and confidence began to fall into 
place. Anxiety gave way to excitement 
and I eagerly phoned Virginia to say, "I 
finally feel like I really can do this job! " 
Now my staff and I have six short 
months in which to make our mark on the 
magazine. We hope to make it even more 
responsive to our readers' needs and 
interests. To that end, we will be expand-
ing our OSWC and Community News 
sections, and we' ll be adding a feature 
column or two. In this issue you'll find that 
we've expanded our " Where It's Happen-
ing" column by giving it a new format that 
offers more information, and the new 
look of our cover is designed to let you 




Speaking of highlights, this month's 
Focus is on The Fine Arts. The Monterey 
area has a wealth of talent in all phases of 
music, art, dance, and drama. While we 
do not pretend to have covered the topic 
in depth, we do hope these articles will 
whet you r appetite for stimulating enter-
tainment. 0 
Classmate welcomes your comments 
and suggestions. Please send them to: 
Classmale Editor 
Naval Postgraduate School 
SMC BOX #2330 
Monterey, Ca. 93940 
We always welcome new staff mem-
bers, too. If you are interested, contact 
one of the editors listed on page one. 0 
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND FACULTY CLUB 
The Naval Postgraduate School Officers' and Faculty Club is among the finest in the Navy. Its 
services are provided to all active duty officers of the Armed Forces. faculty members and other 
specific groups. BankAmericard and Mastercharge are accepted for package store. evening food 
services and EI Prado bar. 
Continental Breakfast - 0739-1030, EI Rancho; Luncheon - 1100-1315. EI Rancho (Cafeteria) ; 
Evening Dining - 1830-2130. EI Prado (Friday and Saturday) . TGIF on Friday nights 2100-0 100. 
Music Friday and Saturday nights 2100-0100. 
Attractive rooms at the Club are available for private parties. and the Club will provide prepared 
menu selections for home parties . For details call 372-1339. 
Remember to make reservations early and do let the Club know if you must cancel them. 
GUARANTEE ON 
PARTY RESERVATIONS 
Private parties in our dining 
rooms for which reservations 
have been made for 20 or more 
persons, must sign a contract (at 
least 24 hours prior to the event) 
guaranteeing 95% attendance. 
-_. 
11 II ~ 'I I , , • 
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The beaudful sunken garden 1,,1th pool. colorful 
flowers and well groomed plants sets the scene at 
Herrmann Hall at the entrance to the Commis-
sioned Officers' and Faculty Club . 
NPS PACKAGE 
STORE - 373-7511 
is located adjacent to the 
Post Office. near parking lot ··E" 
at the rear of Herrmann Hall. 
Beer. liquor. wine , mixers. cock-
tail snacks and bar accessories 
are available . 
Monday-Saturday 1 000-1700 




by Cindy Pritchard 
Now that the break is over and all of you 
are feeling more refreshed than you were 
three weeks ago, I am sure you are 
looking forward to the upcoming quarter. 
For those of you reading this who are new 
to the area, and to the club, I would like to 
tell you about some of the activities that 
OSWC sponsors as a service to our 
members. 
Every month the OSWC distributes a 
Pink Flyer to all of its members. In it you 
will find information on all the upcoming 
events, including your monthly lun-
cheon, for which a reservation form is 
included. You will also find items of 
special interest in the newsletter that you 
may find appealing. Although the OSWC 
sponsors a Bargain Fair every quarter, if 
you fi nd that you need to sell something 
before or after this momentous event, 
you can take an ad in the Swap Page olthe 
Pink Flyer for a nominal fee of 25¢ per 
item. 
Each month there is also a listing of 
classes offered by our wives, such as 
exercise programs, music lessons or craft 
instruction, along with phone numbers so 
I 
that you can receive more detailed 
information on those that interest you. 
I have mentioned only a very small 
portion of the OSWC's functions in this 
particular command . I think you will find 
that this club is involved on many levels, 
both social and educational, and I hope 
that you will take the opportunity to use 
these services fully in the time you are 
here. 
If you don't find an activity that interests 
you and you have a special talent that you 
are willing to share, please don't hesitate 
to contact anyone on the Executive Board 
or Governing Board, who will be more 
than happy to help you get involved in 
any aspect of the club that you feel you 
would enjoy. 




We're more than just a 
department store at 
HOLMAN·S. We're 
people, helping people 
with quality merchandise 
and friendly service. 
HOLMAN'S has more of 
what you're lookil'lg for, 
with all the latest fashions 
for Men, Women, 
Children, and the home. 
Let us show you what 
quality really means. 
Parent Auxiliary 
to the Child 
Care Center 
A joint venture between the NPS 
Student Council and the OSWC has 
resulted in the formation of a Parent 
Auxiliary to the Child Care Center. The 
purpose of this group is to provide an 
avenue of communication between the 
Child Care Center and the parents. On a 
positive note, the first undertaking by the 
Auxiliary will be the building of a separate 
playground on the Child Care Center 
grounds for the 2-year olds and under. 
This project will be accomplished by 
parent volunteers under the supervision 
of the Welfare and Recreation Depart-
ment at NPS. It is hoped that other 
improvements to the Child eare Center 
will be realized through the Parent 
Auxiliary. Any suggestions or complaints 
can be brought to the Auxiliary through 
the following people: David Birdwell 649-
6508, Cindy Pritchard 372-3919, or Carole 
Morrell 646-8785. They ""ill be meeting on 
the first Monday of each month at 1:30 
p.m. O 




and Loan Association 
CONVENIENCE ... FULL FINANCIAL 
SERVICE, 
JUST A CROSS THE STREET' 
Visit our 900 Sloat A venue Branch lor 
• Interest Checking 
• High Y ielding T reasury Rate Savings 
• Tax Sheltering - IRA 
• Drive Up Service 
• Safe Deposit Boxes and More 
Monlerey Savings Oak Grove 
Open MonTh 95. Fri 96 
Telephone 3732612 
Rila Moffjn. Manager 
~---------SAVE10%--------~ 
WE SPECIALIZE 
.,\\ IN FEET Ilr 
AT THE RUNNERS we sell only running shoes, 
cloth ing and accessories. We don't pretend to be 
J experts at anything else. Our primary concerns are: 
Personal Service • Proper Fit • Quality Equipment 
THE RUNNERS currently features: 
• New Balance 660'5, 730'5 and Comp 200's. 
• Saucony Jazz, Trainer 1980, Freedom 
• Tiger Ultimate and X-Caliber 
• Etonic Eclipse Trainer and Racer 
So get your running act together now! Visit our 








JULY 31 . 1982 
ADIDAS • TIGER . NEW BALANCE . BROOKS . ETONIC . SAUCONY 
BILL RODGERS . GUTS . WOMEN ON THE RUN . DOlFIN 
------WITH THIS AD------I 
The La Mesa Run 
by Elaine Powell 
The annual La Mesa run was a tremen-
dous success this year thanks to the many 
participants. The run was held May Und, 
in the La Mesa housing area. The 10K, 
which started at 9 o'clock, consisted of 106 
runners : 89 men and 17 women. It was 
fo llowed by the Fun Run at 11 o'clock, 
with 317 runners: 151 adults, 147 child ren, 
17 dogs and 1 cat. The two largest fa mil ies 
participating were the Molloys (Jim and 
Tina) and the Zukowskis (Linda and Walt), 
both having seven participants. 
The top three male runners were Allen 
Neel, at 36 :49; J. R. Martin, at 37:17; and 
Crossing the Finish line for the 10K. 
-pholo by J. Moichollk 
Anthony Kopacz, at 38 :27. Leading the 
females were Paula Potts at 42:40; Liz 
Snyder, at 49:20; and Reecei Ford, at 
57:50. Those six runners were awarded 
trophies for their efforts. 
The success of the run could not have 
been possible without the help of the 
following people : Dick Crawford, Ma-
nager of the Officers Club, for the 
donations of wine and champagne that 
were used for door prizes; CAPT Webster, 
for getting the cones and barricades from 
Public Works; Greg Murphy, for distri-
buting flyers in the La Mesa news letter; 
Burger King, for the Orange Drink 
provided after the Fun Run; and Gwen 
Peckham of the Student Mail Center, for 
distributing information bulletins and 
maps in the mailboxes. Last but not least, 
thanks to Gail Agor and her committee for 
their determination and efforts in making 
the La Mesa run a success I 0 
The Fun Run is for everyone : Mom, Dad . 
Brother , Sis ter , and the family pet. The Ross 
Family was decked out in La Mesa Run T-Shir ts 
as they prepared to tackle the short course with 
cat . Gus-Gus. in toW.-pholo by 1_ M,Jchak 
SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS 
TELL THEM YOU SAW 
THEIR AD IN 
THE CLASSMATE 
~~Monterey 
,------"I--J Gymnastics Center 
Hiroshi Fujimoto, Ricl~ Johnson, Gloria Elber 
EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS 
A Non Profit Organization 
Complete Professional Progrom For All Ages, 
From Tumbling For Tots Thru Boys & Girls 
Championship Teams 
We Welcome Mil itary Families 
SERVING THE OVERALL DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN 
OUR GOAL: 
PROMOTE I3ALANCE • COORDINATION. AGILITY 
DEVELOP CONFIDENCE & SKILL. MOVEMENT EXPLORATION 
CO-EDUCATIONAl-ALL LEVELS 
220 DELA VINA AVE .• MONTEREY. 373-1694 
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OSWC Activities 
by Jan Hughes 
New Classes 
Bathing Suits-Janet Therrien (372-4407). 
Tired of paying $12.00or more for a child's 
bathing suitl Learn to make one for $4.00 
or less and in less than 2 hours time. Cost: 
Members: $4.50, Non-members: $6.50. 
Creative Dance/Movement Education-
Terri Grimshaw (624-3799 or msg. 624-
2869). Children need to move ... A loti 
Come join the fun. Experience the joy and 
laughter of life through movement and 
dance. Cost: Members: $3.50/ Iesson, 
Non-members : $3.75/ Iesson. 
Quilting-Robin Pugh (624-3368) . Come 
learn to do basic quilting . Work on any 
project of your choice. Practice on larger 
quilt . Six 2 hour lessons. Students supply 
own materials. Cost: Members: $20.00, 
Non-members: $25.00. 
Tennis Instruction-Jane Porter (649-
0530). Learn the fundamentals of the 
forehand, backhand, serve, volley, over-
head and lob, singles and doubles strate-
gy, scoring, rules and etiquette. Cost: 
Members: $18.00, Non-members : $20.00 
for 6 one hour classes. 
Tutoring-Kathye Geary (646-1309). 
Chemistry tutoring. Cost: Members: 
$5.00/ hour, Non-members: $7.00/ hour. 
6 
FURNITURE AND PIANO REFINISHING 
m:~ ANTIQUE , !" 
nr- RESTORING ~ . , .. : ... ~ I A SPECIALTY 
MILITARY CLAIMS 
& ESTIMATES 
TOUCH-UP & SPOT REPAIR 
GOLD & SILVER LEAFING 
FURNITURE REPAIRS 
OlD PAINTINGS & PICTURE FRAMES 




PICK·UP £ DElIVERY 
(408) 373-3030 
289 Did:m,m Avenue 
Mont~,ey, C.Jliforni.J 93940 
Current Classes 
Aerobic Dance-Karen Curtis (375-2660). 
Art-Mixed Media-Rima West (625-2989). 
Art of Make-up-Janice Sanford (646-
0950) . 
Beginning Piano-Mildred Kline (624-
9541). 
Children's Introduction to Dance 
Movement-Malia Barron (624-3944). 
Counted Thread Cross-Stitch-Dewey & 
Dori Teske (372-0410). 
Crochet-Christine Tritchler (649-5131). 
Early Bird Prenatal-Martha Kirtley (372-
4491) . 
English Smocking-Sheryl Brandt (372-
2322) . 
Ice Skating-Wendy Loew (646-8494). 




II's Time to Stop Doing Without (Financial 
Planning)-David Allard (373-3071). 
Japanese Flower Arranging-Hobi Hay-
ashi (375-1066). 
Knitting-Joan Brown (372-2075). 
Learn to Crochet-Joan Brown (372-2075) . 
Natural Childbirth-Martha & John Kirt-
ley (372-4491). 
Needlepoint-Sally Dewey (624-2250). 




At the Weight Place we em-
phasize healthy weight re-
duction and control. 
Our programs are individ-
ually tailored for your per-
sonal needs. 
Sewing Lessons-Tina Molloy (649-6717). 
Slimnastics/ Dancercise-Nanci Kleinholz 
(646-0952) . 
Violin & Viola Lessons-Mildred Kline 
(624-9541) . 
Tutoring 
Reading-Susan Carr (372-6673). 
Reading & Math-Ginny Carrigan (646-
9775). 
Elementary Reading, Spelling, & Math-
Patty Fuqua (649-5690). 
All Elementary & most Jr. & Sr. High 
Subjects-Kathy Lombart (384-5304). 0 
Changes 
Basic Calligraphy-Christy Jauregui (372-
1451). A beginner's calligraphy class in the 
italic hand. learn to do your own cards, 
invitations, announcements and improve 
your handwriting. Cost: Members: 
$20.00, Non-members: $23.00 for 6 weeks. 
All materials provided. 
Investment Planning-David Allard (373-
3071). Investment alternatives from a 
financial planning viewpoint. Purpose: to 
review the various investment alterna-
tives, including ways to invest Individual 
Retirement Account (IRA) monies, ap-
propriate to attainment of personal 
financial goals. Class is 2 hrsl week for 2 




Lose 1/2 to 
1 pound 
daily! 
Call today for 
your 
FREE CONSULT A TlONI 
TAKE IT OFF AND 
KEEP IT OFF!! lhc~lkcl 
915 Cass St. • Monterey • 646-1571 
• 
Military Ball Notes 
Dine & Dance 
The date has been set for the social 
event of the season! On Saturday, Octo-
ber 9th, the Naval Postgraduate School 
Military Officers' Ball will be held. The 
ball committee, under the leadership of 
Kathye Geary, has been making plans for 
this festive occasion and has chosen 
"Come Sail With Me" as the theme of this 
yea r's ball. 
As in past years, the ball will be held in 
the Barbara McNitt Ballroom in Herr-
mann Hall, dress will be formal, and 
everyone will be treated to a delicious 
dinner and an evening of dancing and 
military tradition. 
It 's really not too early to start making 
plans, so mark this important date on your 
calendars now. Tickets will go on sale in 
September, and there will be more details 
and information in Classmate and Pink 





Courtesies are extended by OSWC 
in the form of flowers or cards to stu-
dent wives who are hospitalized, 
seriously ill, or who have had a birth or 
death in the family. If you know of 
anyone to whom flowers or a card 
should be sent, please contact Carole 
Morrell, 646-8785. 0 
OSWC Elections 
The O.S.W.C election will be held on 
three consecutive days. The first day of 
voting will take place on Wednesday, July 
28, 1982 at the las Mesa Convenience 
Store between the hours of 3:00-6:00 p.m. 
The next day for voting will be Thursday, 
July 29, at the O.S.W.C luncheon, both 
before and after the luncheon. The last 
day of voting will be Friday, July 30, at the 
La Mesa Convenience Store between the 
hours of 3:00-6:00 p.m., after which the 
Nominations and Elections Chairman and 
an advisor will count the ballots and let 
the candidates know the results. The 
results will be posted at the La Mesa 
Convenience Store. 
Our slate of candidates is listed below. 
Look for posters at the La Mesa Conveni-
ence Store and the Navy Exchange which 
will have the candidates' pictures and a 
small biography so that you may get to 
know them. Please check the 'Pink Flyer' 
for further information on the candidates. 
President .... . ......... Cindy Whittle 
First Vice President .... Cindy Birdwell 
Second Vice President Lesley Meisberger 
Sue Youngren 
Corresponding Secretary Christy Gaudio 
Recording Secretary ..... Tina Molloy 
Treasurer .............. Kathye Geary 
Donna Shimko 
To vote in this upcoming election you 
must be a current member of the 
O.S.W.C The membership list closes ten 
(10) days before the election so you must 
register by July 18, 1982. 0 
IN DEL MONTE CENTER 
a most unique store for . .. 
NEEDLE CRAFT ~A~ • Needlepoint • Knitting Yarn 
YARNS 
It l\ 
• Crewel • Paternayan Yarns 
• DMC Products 
Count Cross Stitch Supplies 
Mon_-Thurs.-Frl. 10 to 9 Tues.-Wed.-Sa!. 10 to 6 Sun. 12 to 5 
720 Del Monte Shopping Center, Across from Saks, Monterey 
375-3550 
• Unlimited Free Cooking Classes 
• 60-Day Exchange Privileges 
• Discounts on Accessories 
• All Major Brands 
• We Arrange All Service 
• Compare Our Prices 
FRIEDMANS 570 Del Monte Center Monterey, CA 93940 




NO COST REFERRAL 
CENTURY 21 has over 7.000 
offices to assist you in your next 
move. Why not cali today to obtain 
details on homes throughout the 
nation? 
ARNDT ASSOCIATES,INC. 
550 Camino EI Estero Monterey, CA 93940 
408-373-4477 




N.P.S. Winter Quarter 1982-83 
Academic Calendar Registration . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . Monday, 3 January 1983 
Instruction begins . .. . . . ... . ....... . . Monday, 10 January 
Washington 's birthday (holiday) ..... Monday, 21 February 
Refresher begins . .................. Tuesday, 22 February 
End-quarter exams ..... . . . ................. . 28-31 March 
Graduation exercises . . . . . . . . ......... . ,.. . Friday, 1 April Summer Quarter 1981-82 
Fourth of July (holiday) . . . . . .... . ....... . Monday, 5 July Spring Quarter 1982-83 Registrat ion .. . . .. . . .. ... .. ...... . ...... . . Tuesday, 6 Ju ly 
Instructio n begins ... . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . Monday, 12 Ju ly Registration .... ... . . . ... . . . . . .. . .. . .. Monday, 28 March 
Refresher begins ..... .. • ... . . • . .. ... Monday, 23 August 
Labor Day (holiday) .. .... . ..•.•... . Monday, 6 September 
Instruction begins . . . . ....... . .. . .. . ... . Monday, 4 April 
Memorial Day (holiday) ....•...... . ..... Monday, 3O May 
End-quarter exams . ... . . ... .. ... . . . . . ... 27-30 September End-quarter exams ..................... . .... . . 20-23 June 
Cruaduation exercises . . . . ....... . . . . .. Friday, 1 Odober Graduation exercises . . . . . . . ... . .. . .. . .... . Friday, 24 Ju ne 
Fall Quarter 1982-83 Summer Quarter 1982-83 
Regist ration . ... . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. Monday, 27 September Fourth of July (holiday) .......... .. . . ... . Monday, 4 July 
Instruction begins .. . . ... . .. •. .. . .... Monday, 4 October Registration ...... . .... .. . .• ••.. ... . . . . .. . Tuesday, 5 July 
Instruction begins ........ .• •• . ......... Monday, 11 July 
Refresher begins ...... . ...• • ........ Monday, 22 August 
Labor Day (holiday) . . . . ... . ••..... . Monday, 5 September 
End-quarter exams . ... . ...•••. . . . . . . .. .. 26-29 September 
Columbus Day (holiday) ... . . . . . .... Monday, 11 October 
Vetera ns Day (holiday) . . . . . . .. . . . Thursday, 11 November 
Thanksgiving (holiday) .. . ........ Thursday, 25 November 
End-quarter exa ms . . . . . . . . . •.. . . . . . . . . .. 17-21 December 
Graduation exercises . . ... . . . ...... Tuesday, 21 December Graduation exercises .. . . . ..... . . . . . . Friday I 30 September 
a 





Wilham E. Wood 
cJlld Ih1.O(lC)I(S 
In AlTOIH 
Please send me your relocation information package. 0 
I would prefer to locate in: 0 Norfolk 0 Virginia Beach 0 Chesapeake. 
I am interested in: 0 A New Home 0 Resa le 0 Townhouse 0 Renta l. 
My family consists of 0 spouse and children. 
My price range is about $ to $ _________ _ 
Name ________________________ Rank __________ _ 
Add ress ______________________ City __________ _ 
State _________________ Zip _____ Phone 
MILITARY RELOCATION SPECIALISTS 
We Can Help You Move Anywhere! 
WILLIAM E. WOOD & ASSOC. 
5308 Indian Rive r Road 
Virginia Beach , VA 23464 
JEAN FRENCK (804) 467-4410 COLLECT or (800) 446-8260 
Six Offices Near A ll Military Installat ions 
• 
Navy Relief Society 
Hospitality Locker 
Are you living in an empty house or 
apartment waiting for your household 
shipment to arrive? Are you sitt ing in 
empty quarters while you tie up loose 
ends in Monterey? Are you expecting 
more house guests than you can accom-
modate? The Navy Relief Society Hospi-
tality Lockerca n he lp. The locker contains 
cots, bedding, dishes, cookware, and 
o the r household items that you may rent 
for $2.00 per week. Hopefully, these items 
wi ll make "camping Dutil in your home a 
little more comfortable. 
A Navy Rel ief Society volunteer will 
meet you at the Locker any weekday and 
will he lp you pick out those items you may 
need . A different volunteer is on stand-by 
each day of the week. These volunteers 
may be reached at their homes. The ir 
phone numbers are posted at the La Mesa 
Housing Office and on the door of the 
Navy Relief Society Office in Herrmann 
Hall. If you have any questions or 
problems, you may also contact the 
Hospitality Locker Chairman, Hugh Simp-
son, at 373-7656. 0 
Encourage your kids to spend 
summer in front of a TV set. 
The Apple Fami ly 
- System can make it a 
worthwhile experience. 
It's got everything 
your entire family 
needs to get started in 
....... , 
....... personal computing. 
There's a 48K 
Apple 1\ Plus. Disk 1\ 
Drive. RF modula tor (which lets you use your TV screen 
as a monitor ), ['wo hand controllers and seven educational. 
recrea tional and professional software packages. Bring your 
ch ildren in for a free demonstration . .1. ~
At last there's something of value on TV. '!~,;~:t~~: 





Account rate of 
inIn-Clt for June 1, 
1982 (flte may vary 
day-to-day based on 
earnings and expenses). 
Each month's I Vtt¥ 
daily me will be 
applied [0 daily 
balancu, pai~ and 
compounded mo nthly. 
Accounts are fully 
insured. up [ 0 
$lOO.(XX) through [M 
National Credit Union 
Administration. 
@Monterey Federal ~. Credit Union 
10 
RACING AGAINST TIME AND 
THE OCEAN, YOU NEED THE WORLD 'S 
TOUGHEST CHRONOM ETER : ROLEX 
.~ 
ROLEX 
The Rolex GMT-Master, showing exact 
time simultaneously in two zones, and 
pressure-proof down to 165 feet. In 
18kt. gold with matching Jubilee 
bracelet. Also in stainless steel and gold 
with matching Jubilee bracelet; and in 
stainless steel (above) with matching 
bracelet, $900. 
DOWNTOWN MONTEREY • 472 ALVARADO ST. • OPEN FRIDAY NilE 'TIL 9 • 
DEL MONTE SHOPPING CENTER • OPEN WEEKNITES 'TIL 9 • SUNDAY 10-5 • 
DOUBlHREE INN . 230 ALVARADO MALL • OPEN WEEKNITES ill9 • SUNDAY 10-5 . 
MARINA VILLAGE CENTER . 215 RESERVATION . OPEN WEEKNITES 'Tllge SUNDAY 10.5 . 
OLDTOWN SAUNAS • 246 MAIN STREET • OPEN FRIDAY NITE 'TIL 9 . 
CARMEL PLAZA • OCEAN AVENUE • OPEN FRIDAY NilE 'TIl9 • SUNDAY 10-5 . 
NORTHRIDGE SHOPPING CENTER • OPEN WEEKNITES 'TIl9 • SUNDAY 10-S. 
--yo/a'Mi llt .. 'VI 




Upon graduation from Oral Roberts 
Dental School, in Tu lsa, Oklahoma, 
Steven Jaksha joined the Naval Dental 
Corps. His initial orders were to report to 
the Naval Regional Denta l Center, l ong 
Beach, California, no later than June 30, 
1962. 
l T Jaksha's formal en listment with the 
Navy has just begun, but the association 
goes back several years. His father, 
Bernard Jaksha, was Supervisorofthe NPS 
Graphic Arts Department for 13 years 
prior to 1979, and his brother, George, is 
presently employed in the Public Works 
Department. Steven, himself, was a life-
guard here at the NPS pool from 1969-73, 
where he became acquainted with many 
staff and faculty members. 
l T Jaksha attended Monterey High 
School, Monterey Peninsula Community 
College, and U.C.l.A. prior to dental 
school. He was also a volunteer at the Ft. 
Ord and NPS Dental Clinics, where he 
met CAPT C.R. linkenbach, head of the 
NPS Dental Branch. CAPT linkenbach was 
instrumental in influencing Steven to join 
the Naval Dental Corps. 0 
La Mesa 
Bible Studies 
ladies! The Protestant Women of the 
Chapel invite you to join us in prayer, 
fellowship and study of God's Word. Our 
studies are inter-denominational and 
hold the Scriptures as our final authority. 
Groups meet in the homes of members 
and rotate weekly. Our pu rpose-that we 
might know Jesus Christ as ou r personal 
Savior and learn to apply God's Word to 
our daily lives. Chi ld care is avai lable. 
Won't you join usl For information, call 
Judy Suldo, 372-6773. 0 
• 
July being the month of our Independence Day 
celebrations, it is a good time to reflect on the 
meaning of freedom, and to consider agai n our 
Pledge to the Flag.-pholo by J. Machak 
I pledge allegiance 
to the flag of the 
United States of 
America and to 
for the republic 
which it stands, 
one nation under 
God, indivisible, 
with liberty and 
justice for all. 
HOUSING INFORMATION 
Wash, D.C. - Maryland - Virginia 
CALL COLLECT --- "ASK FOR" 
Charlotte & Ron Miscavich 
(301) 261-0500 (of c) (301) 261-4361 (res) 
Charlotte & Ron are a retired military family (USCG) 
specializing in giving personal service for the last 
nine years to families relocating to the Washington-
Baltimore Metro areas. Long &. Foster Realtors have 
32 offices to serve you and a Rel ocation Dept. pro-
viding coast to coast relocation information. 
Contact us for your relocation needs by Calling 
Collect or Writing ~
CHARLOTTE & RON MISCAVICH L IU\ 
LONG & FOSTER REAL ESTATE INC. ' I " i ~'!J P.O. BOX 549 BOWIE, MARYLAND 20715 (301) 261-0500 (301) 261-4361 
• 23" Diagonal Picture 
• Electronic Tuning 
• Chromatic Color 
• Tri Focus Pi~ Tube 
• Triple Plus Chassis 
• Power Sentry 
"'" 
'-
• WE DO OUR 
OWN SERVICE 
• 27 Yelrs 
ZENITH 0 .. 11, 
• FREE Delivery with Purchase 
, ~ta SONY~ <g:=====:::;;......:~Mod:;oI "231~ ~
30 Yearo an the Peninsula 
490 LIGHTHOUSE AVE.,MONTEREY, 373-2929 




Games will be 
July 31st 
A week before July's Scottish Highland 
Games on the Monterey Peninsula, the 
ski rl of the bagpipes and the beat of the 
drums will herald the annual affa ir. 
The 14th Games will be Saturday, July 
31st, once again on the green athletic field 
at Monterey Peninsula College. 
But on Saturday, July 24th, the day will 
be "officially" announced at the tradi-
tional Parade of the Caber through 
Carmel. This colorful com munity proces-
sion honors the Ballantine Caber, which 
makes its home between Games in the 
Red lion tavern at 7th and San Carlos. It is 
brought down to be the centerpiece of 
the pre-Games gathering, carried proudly 
by kilted athletes and accompanied by 
members of the Scottish Society in full 
attire, by residents of the Peninsula and by 
a throng of tourists. 
The caber is an 18-foot pole weighing 
110 pounds that is tossed end-over-end 
during the athletic competition at the 
Games. 
This yea r's parade will feature the SI. 
Andrews Bagpipe Band and Dancers from 
Your Independenllravel 
agent serves you best. 
Two young dancers do the Sword Dance 
during High land dancing competition at the 
Scottish Highland Games, sponsored by the 
Scottish Society of the Monterey Peninsula. 
This year's event wi ll be Saturday, July 31st at 
Monterey Peninsula College, a benefit for the 
Elks National Cerebral Palsy Fund. 
-photo by Geoff u ,hers 
MONTEREY. CALI F. 93940 
649-4292 
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A Classmate advertiser tor 18 years. 
Highland Cleaners 
I Ahpratlons oj all kind., Frpp Pukup and [)ellvt."ry In 








Household hem .. 
1201 L.SALLE AVENUE, SEASIDE. TELEPHONE 394-1451 
It takes muscle-and coordination-to throw a 
56-pound weight up-and-over the crossbar. 
But Richard Se lls of North Highland, Ca., seems 
just the man for the job. This is one of the 
ancient athletic competitions scheduled again 
this year at the 14th annual Scottish Highland 
Games. -pholo by Geoff Cathers 
Modesto, with Alan Powell as drum 
major. They will perform in Devendorf 
Park prior to the 4 p.m. Parade of the 
Caber down Ocean Avenue and back up 
to the Red lion. 
Then the next Saturday is Games day-
when the MPC field blossoms with 
brilliant flags and multi-colored tartans 
galore. The all-day family event, spon-
sored by the Scottish Society of the 
Monterey Peninsula, once again is a 
benefit for the Elks National Cerebral 
Palsy Fund. It offers a steeping in the 
culture of Scotland: competition in 
bagpipe playing and the stirring skirl of 
the massed pipe bands; the grace and 
discipline of the young Highland dancers, 
competing for trophies and medals; the 
athletic events - tossing the caber, of 
course, and throwing the hammer and the 
weights, putting the stone and the rousing 
tug-of-war pulls. 
There also will be a hole-in-one golf 
contest and the exciting row of Clan 
Tents, where genealogy information is 
dispensed. lester Bruhn of Valley Ford 
will put his uncanny sheepdogs through 
their paces, herding both sheep and 
geese. The Isle of Skye musicians will stroll 
through the crowd, playing and singing 
Celtic ballads. There will be Scottish 
country dancing on the green. The visitors 
• 
will join in, and also watch wool spinning 
demonstrations. British and American 
food wi ll be sold , and the many booths 
will offer Scottish goods. 
Welcoming ceremonies, with the 
march-past of the participating bagpipe 
bands in massed array, are scheduled at 1 
p.m. The Fort Ord Band and Color Guard 
will present the Colors. 
Piping, drumming and dancing compe-
titions, with entrants from all over the 
Western U.S. and Canada, will begin at 10 
a.m. and continue to 4 p.m. 
The gates wi ll open at 10 a.m. also. 
Admission is $4.00 for stude nts and 
military with ID; $5.00 general admission ; 
and children under 12 are free. Tickets are 
available at Peninsula outlets and will be 
sold at the gates. 
There is plenty of free parking at MPC, 
and transit buses run past the campus 
regularl y. 
That evening, the traditional ceilidh 
(kay-lee) will be held at the Elks lodge in 
Monterey. There will be dancing to live 
music, country dancing and entertain-
ment. The public is invited to the 8:30 
p.m. affai r, and tickets are $5.00 each, 
avai lable th rough the Society and at the 
group's tent at the Games. 
Arthur J. Dunn of Pacific Grove is 
Games Chieftain, assisted by Roderick D. 
Mackay of Monterey and Douglas A. 
MacChesney of King City, along with a 
committee of Society members. Mr. 
Mackay also is president of the Scottish 
Society this year. 
Join them - and Scotsmen of all 
persuasions -at the Highland Games July 




PARTS & ACCESSORIES FOR 
ALL IMPORTED CARS 
New· Rebuilt - Original -Competition 
Your Local Beck Arnley 
Foreign Car Parts Center 
DISCOUNTS TO MILITARY & STUDENTS 
REMANUFACTURED VW ENGINES 
EXCHANGE 
Short Blocks & Complete Engines 
For AU Imported Cars 
.«e, 8:30.5:30 WEEKDAYS 
,-""') 9 TO 4 P.M. SATURDAYS e 
~'.=~~ 600 E. Franklin 
(at Cortez) Monterey 









Sat. & Sun. 9-5 p.m. 
QUALITY NEW & USED 
BICYCLES BICYCLES FOR 
ALL AGE GROUPS EXPERIENCED 
REPAIR SHOP~ 
~Austor-Dalmler Mongoose Ross KHS ~E:\tJH£ElJ1G C'1O.E:S Puch 
SAFETY & SERVICE FIRST 
188 WEBSTER ST., MONTEREY 373-3855 
• We repair"':' convert 
and modernize . 
• Large inventory 




• Custom made lamps-
Your favorite keepsake can 
be converted to a stunning 
lamp. 
• Brin\l in your lamp base 
for proper shade fitting . 
Over 5,000 sizes in stock. 
IIFor Personalized Service Com. to Us" 
Henry and Brigitte Rechter 
372-7343 
OPEN : Mon.· Fr!. 9:3G-5:30 
Sat. 9:3G-5: 'OO. CLOSED SUN , 
536 Fremont St •• Monterey EASY PARKING IN REAR 
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California Rodeo Salinas 
Reprinted fro m CLASSMATE, Jul y 1981 . 
July 15-18 
BIG WEEK action has meant big time 




l( (\l ~\ 
r·>- ; I -/ / On August 3, 1875, Eugene Sherwood 
and Richard Hellman deeded 69.4 acres to 
the City of Salinas for use as a recreational 
grounds and grew to be a convenient race 
track. By 191' , atte ndance at the races was 
dwindling, so Frank GriHin hit on the idea 
of staging a wild west show between the 
races. Then in 1913, the races folded and 
eleven Salinas leaders, headed by Frank 
Gri ffin, moved to regularize the wild west 
show by incorporating the " California 
Rodeo." In 1923, the rodeo gave $4000.00 
to the city of Salinas, which, in turn, used 
this money to clear its title to the property. 
By now the popularity of the rodeo had 
outgrown the seat ing area so, in 1924, 8000 
addit ional seats were provided which 
now form the center grandstand. 
L-';:J::t0 





During the period from 1924-1942, 
when the rodeo closed for the war years, 
the diredors continued to plan and make 
extensive capital improvements. With 
NAVf!rJo Beauty Salon 
Hairstyling for Men 6- Women 
We are pleased to announce the addition of a new 
Beautician Leader to the staff at La Mesa Village. 
Come in and Say Hello to LEE GROSS. 
(fOlTTlerly of First Cabin) 
Open Tues.-Sat. La Mesa Village 
All Profits go to the Navy Welfare and Recreation Fund. 
(408) 375-1061 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon .-Thurs.: 10 am-5:30 pm 
1/ I 
372·1121 
Fri.: 9:30 am-5:30 pm Sat. : 8:30 am-5:30 pm 
Dorothy G. Souza 
(408) 394-8082 
Sun.: 10 am-4:30 pm 
2103 Fremont St. 
Monterey. CA 93940 
LARGE TECHNICAL 
BOOK SELECTION 
DO-IT-YOURSELF ELECTRONIC HEADQUARTERS I 
SAVINGS ON ALL ELECTRONIC NEEDS 
~ ZACKIT CORP. 
1193-10TH STREET I 375-3144 
by Robin Pugh 
volunteer help from local polo buHs, 
several acres of the Rodeo grounds were 
filled, graded and turfed for a polo field. 
This is now the Sherwood Park Golf 
Course. Up until 1947, the agreement for 
the rodeo had been informal; on April 14, 
a more business-like agreement was 
made, stating grandstand, track, arena 
and barn area be leased by the city to 
California Rodeo, Inc. During the first 
year of the lease, thirty acres of land was 
purchased and is now the Municipal 
Baseball Park. Between 1955 and 1975 the 
Rodeo contracted several more leases 
and also purchased Exposition Park for 
additional recreational facilities. Mayor 
Jack Barnes called the Rodeo "a tremen-
dous asset to the city." Thus farthe Rodeo 
had more than lived up to its original 
agreement in providing recreation to 
Salinas and surrounding areas. 
Unlike most rodeos, which have only 
one stock contractor~ the California 
Rodeo picks bulls and broncs from the 
top string of at least three contractors. 
Simultaneously with the cowboy con-
tests, a program of horse show events, 
races and contract events is presented . 
California Rodeo is especially noted for its 
trick riders and clowns. 
The California Rodeo adheres to the 
tradition of exciting action under the 
open sky. Its setting is picturesque with 
the Gabilan Mountains asa backdrop. The 
arena has been treated so that no dust 
reaches the grandstand. The weather in 
Salinas in July is cool and light coats are 
needed before the last event. 0 
LET US 
HELP YOU 
Keep busy until that per-
fect job comes along. We 
have all kinds of tempor-
ary assignments in all 
areas. Call today. 
• Secretarial . Accounting 
• Da ta En try • Clerical 
625-5700 
.r--......--v----.  A division of 
the marshall group 
Personnel Service, Inc. 
O cean at Lincoln 
P.O . Box Al 
Carmel, California 93921 
Crowds Enjoyed May Pops Concert 
by Virginia Duym 
On a rare sunny day, the lawn in front of 
Herrmann Hall is spread with sunbathers, 
children eating ice-cream cones, and 
families enjoying picnic lunches. The 
orchestra plays from the terrace, and 
everyone seems to enjoy the music. Not 
surprisingly, this casual approach has 
made the annual Monterey County 
Symphony Pops Concert a very popular 
event. 
Sponsored by the symphony guild and 
conducted by Maestro Haymo Tauber, 
the free concert finishes each year's 
season on a lighter note. The program 
includes light classical and show tunes, 
sometimes with a guest soloist, and 
concludes with "The Stars and Stripes 
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¢ Full Service 
s:\()v Chevrolet Dealer For 
~ The Monterey Peninsula 
MONTEREY PENINSULA AUTO CENTER 
3 GEARY PLAZA SEASIDE, CA. 93955 (408) 899-4211 
--
A cooler for a foot rest , a rose for a touch of 
style, sunshine, friends, and food, combined 
with the good music to make this Pops Concert 




Winner Mobil Travel Guide 
**** Award 1982 
presented for distinguished ~ch;evement 




5:30 & 7:30 




373-6996 or 659-4081 
Lighthouse at 19th. Pacific Grove 
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I feature section 
INTERNATIONAL MESSAGE 
Being a Navy wife, I thought I had 
become used to saying good by when the 
ship left, when my friends moved or, 
lately, when my husband, briefcase in 
hand, busily went off to the computer 
room. In all these instances I knew there 
would be a "welcome back" to follow. 
Coming from a Navy town I've always fe lt 
that if not stationed nearby, my friends 
would eventually be stationed some-
where near Norfolk and therefore wou ld 
be accessible during my jaunts home. 
In saying good by to the friends made 
here at NPS, I realize that th is isn't always 
the case. With Army and Ai r Force friends 
taking off for exotic places and Interna-
tional friends going back home, I've 
started to daydream of my taking off too. 
One of the few advantages of sea duty is 
taking off and "following the ship". But, 
its hard to keep up with the U.S. Navy and 
there are many ports my husband sees 
that I do not. (And, perhaps a few that we 
wives see and the ship does noll) One 
country that I have never seen but wou ld 
dearly love to visit is Turkey. It is a place 
my husband really enjoyed and our home 
reflects its beautifu l culture. 
When I see the various items brought 
back from a Med/cruise and gifts we have 
received, I find myself wishing for a 
Turkish Shopping spree. The Turkish rugs 
are said to be some of the finest made, the 
gold artfully designed, the copper and 
brass unique, and art work quite different. 
After meeting a number of Turkish 
officers during our last ship's changeover 
and sponsoring two officers here, 1 have 
been intrigued with the thought of going 
for a visit. The Turkish people seem a 
gorgeous group: the women quite beau-
tiful and dramatic, and the men hand-
some with a gregarious nature, full of 
dance and song. 
The food I've sampled in Turkish homes 
assures me that I would love to try more. A 
dinner with Turkish friends is a relaxed 
and comfortable evening. Most foods are 
served cold with perhaps a main entree 
served hot. This seems to me to encou-
rage people to eat and talk, spending a 
leisurely time at the table. Many foods are 
quite similar to ours in America and yet 
they have an entirely unique taste. An 
example is potato salad, or what they call 
"American Salad", made with potatoes, 
peas, carrots and onions. Another similar 
yet different dish is Turkish chicken salad. 
Even string beans, a dish often found on 
American tables, takes on quite an 
unusual flavor, and eggplant fixed in 
various Turkish dishes has become a 
favorite of mine. 
16 
by Susan Sentman 
The climate is said to have more 
variations than M onterey, with a bi t more 
sun. Though smaller than the U.S. the 
Turkish terrai n changes much as it does 
here. There are beaches for sunbathing 
along the coast and mountain climbing 
inland. 
Tu rkey has an exotic culture with many 
different tastes, smells, sights and sounds 
but with people much the same as we. To 
travel there is one of my daydreams that I 
hope will soon come true. I wou ld like not 
only to see Turkey, but also to visitTurkish 
f riends that I have met here. 
If you are interested in maki ng friends 
wi th people around the world while l ivi ng 
In Monterey, become a sponsor. This is 
truly a unique way to goaround the world 
in friendship, neve r leaving home. Any-
one interested in sponsoring or working 
on a committee call Susan Sentman at 646-
8354 or our new sponsoring chairman, 
Ann Boyer, at 373-6059. I would li ke to 
welcome Ann and her committee M ary 
Ross and Eu n Kyung Cho as well as Valerie 
Koogle who will be in charge of the next 
group of cooking classes. 0 
INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS 
RETURNING HOME? 
We represent the largest International 
movers of household goods and personal 
effects throughout the world. Pioneers 
in International moving. we provide a 
containerized service which is first in 
quality and dependability. Let us show you 
how to save your moving dollars. 
5&5 TRANSFER & STORAGE,INC. 
Please phone 899-1011 and ask for the Export Manager. 
• 
Out of Mischief 
by Linda Booth 
What child doesn't love music/ He 
composes it, sings it, dances to it, and 
listens to it. With simple objects found 
around the house, you can make instru-
ments for your little ones, or you can get a 
litt le more elaborate for the serious 
musician. 
The drum is easy to make. Take an 
empty coffee can with a plastic lid and 
beat with a wooden spoon or your hand . 
You can do the same with an empty 
oatmeal box. For a set of drums take pails 
and different sized bowls (perfectly round 
tops with no pouring spouts are best), 
stretch a plastic bag over the top, gather 
the bag at the bottom and twist to make 
the top very tight and smooth. Tap with 
your hand or the back of a spoon. 
Cymbals can be made from pot lids. 
You can hold one lid by the handle and 
tap with a spoon or you can take two lids 
and hit them together. 
If you have an embroidery hoop you 
can make a tamborine. With thread attach 
bells around the outside ring of the hoop. 
Take a piece of plastic wrap and stretch 
between the two pieces of the hoop. 
Shakers are easy to make. Take a 
handful of rice, dried peas, beans or 
pebbles and place inside a small box like a 
bandaid box or a small can with a lid. 
Here is a more elaborate way to make a 
shaker : blow up a balloon about five 
inches in diameter. Cover it with paper 
mache (strips of newspaper soaked in a 
paste of flour and water) and when dry, 
punch holes in opposite ends olthe paper 
mache balloon. (The size of the holes 
depends on the size of the dowel that you 
use for the handle. The dowel should be 
about 10 inches long and at least 'A inch 
wide.) Pour in a hand full of rice, pebbles, 
dried peas or beans and then insert the 
dowel through the holes in the balloon. 
Place about 'h inch of the stick through 
one end and glue around the holes. When 
dry, add more paper mache around the 
short end for the top and around the long 
end, shaping to make a handle. When this 
is dry you can decorate your shaker, or 
maraca, with paint or stickers. 
For a flute you can blow across the top 
of an empty pop bottle. You can take 
JOSEL YN BICYCLES 
Peugeot. Centurian • Raleigh . Nishiki 
Closed Sun . & Mon. 
Mili tary Discounts 
649-8520 
Sales - Service · Fa mi ly Trad e Since 1870 
638 Lighthouse Aven ue Monterey , Ca li fo rnia 93940 
J4 J Webster 0 1 Cass 
(behind Monterey POSI Office} 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
For Very WIde Feet We Stock to EEE ' 
For Very Narrow Feet We Stock to AAA 





With This Ad 
51 .00 off to Military on 1st pair 
of leather shoes for children 
STRIDE RITE 
LAZY BONES 
several bottles and put different amounts 
of water in each to make different sounds. 
Different sized bottles also make different 
sounds. The bigger the bottle, the lower 
the sound. You know that ball point pen 
you threw down because it's out of ink? 
Turn it into a flutel Unscrew the top from 
the bOllom. (You can throw the top and 
insides away if you want). Hold your 
finger over the small hole and blow across 
the top like you do for the bottle flute. 
Take a fine-toothed comb, wrap it with 
plastic wrap. Hold the comb to your 
slightly opened mouth and hum lightly on 
it to produce a nice buzzing sound. 
How about making castanetsl Use a 
piece of cardboard, about five inches by 
two inches. Fold it in half and glue bollie 
caps on the inside, opposite each other 
and click them together. 
These are only a few of the instruments 
you can make. If you are interested in 
more ideas check the library. Two books I 
found interesting are Jug Bands and 
Handmade Music, by James Lincoln 
Collier, and Musk and Instruments For 
Children to Make, by John Hawkinson 
and Martha Faulhaber. 
Now that school is out, you can make a 
few of these instruments and let the 
children make music. Maybe you would 
like to start a neighborhood band. Good 
lucklO 
New Kids on 
the Block 
A girl, Elisa Marie to Rita and Jim Madrid 
on April 30,7 Ibs. 6 oz. 
A boy, Thomas Joseph to Jeanne and Lee 
Henry on May 14, 7 Ibs. 11 oz. 
A boy, Timothy Nathan, to Liz and Greg 
Teves on May 26, 6 Ibs. 4 oz. 0 
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Life Among the Ruins 
A few weeks ago my husband, Max, and. • distinguish between the opening songs of 
I had the good fortune to attend the by Janis Shanahan Miller four major soap operas. He could also 
Monterey Symphony where we heard the hum the theme songs from "Raiders of 
great pianist, Leonard Pennario. As I sat the lost Ark," IISuperman," and "Star 
there watching the maestro's fingers race Wars" while doing the appropriate stunts 
across the keys, I thought back to my off brick walls, chairs and the kitchen 
grueling six month stint with piano table. And he held the family record for 
lessons. I remembered my mother's de· singing repeated choruses of the " ABC 
mands that I pradice, practice, practice ... Song" from Monterey to Los Angeles. 
I remembered my piano teacher stating Ryan would surely take right to playing 
that all the great pianists began by the piano. 
balancing pennies on the backs of their Playing the piano was indeed no 
hands while they played. And, most of all , problem for Ryan and he played with 
I remembered my abject terror at my first great enthusiasm, being able to strike 
and only recital. It was at that point I many notes at once using his own 
decided that being a concert pianist was technique, the fist method. Remember-
not my life's ambition, and my mother's ing that penny balancing was important, I 
dreams of a child prodigy were dashed showed Ryan how to keep his palms level, 
forever. utilizing his busy little fingers, while 
But as I sat at the Symphony, I began to balancing a dime (inflation) on the backs 
realize that having a great pianist in the of his hands. But Ryan was convinced that 
family might have some advantages. A patiently explained that if he practiced the first method was the best way. 
great pianist could fill in the gaps in scales on the piano, he might accidentally To teach Ryan the art of single finger 
conversation when your mother-8n-law stretch a muscle in his hand, damaging his movement on the piano I developed the 
comes for her quarterly visit. A great grip on a baseball bat. Furthermore, he janis Miller Color Code for Piano. Each 
pianist could be the high point of any informed me that reaching to turn pages note on a page of music was given a color 
party once the onion dip and Doritos run of music might seriously strain his pitch- and that color corresponded to a like 
out. And last, but not least, a great pianist ing arm. And, of course, using the piano color of tlM&M" placed stragetically on 
in the family could go on concert tours, pedals could actually wear down the the proper piano key. Ryan took to this 
earning LOTS of money and thereby cleats on his baseball shoes. All things method quickly. His piano playing didn' t 
providing a comfortable mode of life for considered, Patrick convinced me that improve but his appetite did and he found 
his mother in her old age. piano playing could be hazardous to his clinical proof that while "M&Ms" don' t 
Picturing myself as a great motherly baseball career, so I decided to convert melt in your hand, they can decimate 
patroness of the arts, I felt it was my duty my youngest son, Ryan , to a lover of fine piano keys. 
to train my eldest son, Patrick, in the ways music. After weeks of work, several bags of 
of the concert keyboard . And, although Ryan was actually the better choice as "M&Ms" , and a complete lack of prog-
Patri ck enjoyed music, I had not reckoned he had a natural aptitude for music. At the ress, I decided that I'd pushed Ryan too 
with the logic of a seven year old. Patrick age of three, he could recognize and hard and that maybe I should have started 
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Leonardo's Beauty Salon 
HAIR CUTTING & DESIGNING 
FOR MEN & WOMEN 
COLORING. PERMANENTS. HAIR I SCALP TREATMENTS 
FACIALS. MANICURES. PEDICURES. NAIL WRAPPING 
SCULPTURED NAILS. BODY MASSAGE. WAXING 
MON-SAT 9 AM-5 PM 
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT 
1360 MARK THOMAS DR. 
DEL MONTE HYATT HOUSE 
MONTEREY. 315-1668 
You've tried the rest 
now try the Best 
MAMA MIA 
THAT'S A Sandwich 
MAMA MIA'S DELI 
SANDWICH SHOP 
11 93 10l h Sl.. Monlerey (I block (rom Naval Postgraduate School) 
375-9161 
Weekdays 7:30-3:30 Sat. 7:30-3:00 
him on an easier instrument. Ryan came 
up with his own instrument. He called it a 
drum, but it looked suspiciously like my 
good mixing bowl and a wooden spoon. 
He played it with great vigor, great 
enthusiasm, great CONSTANCY. He 
seemed quite willing to practice for hours 
on end without any signs of stopping. In 
an effort to give my son a more well 
rounded life and save myself the expense 
of a hearing aid, I quickly introduced him 
to the fine art of sponge playing. It had all 
the vigorous energy of drum playing, did 
not lead to deafness, and, when placed 
near soap and water, could actually 
become an aid in keeping the musician 
clean. 
After giving up my hopes for a wealthy 
musician in the family, I read an article 
about the baseball star, Reggie jackson, 
and how well he cares for his mother. 
With the wisdom born of pure greed, I 
began to warn Ryan of the dangers of 
overextending his pitching arm through 
sponge drumming. And while my boys 
may not become as famous as Reggie 
jackson, I' ll just be happy if they make 
enough money to pay for the piano and 







Minding Our Own Business 
by Kathy Bergquist 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
Some housing economists predict that 
within 20 years, 50 percent of the U.S. 
population will be living in some form of 
housing with shared facilities or open 
space, such as condom iniums. A condo-
minium can be a towering, inner-city 
structure,a beautifully designed suburban 
townhouse development or a converted 
rental building with a history and 
unique architectural heritage. 
All condominiums are actually created 
under a special real estate law in the state 
where they are located. Each of the 50 
states, each U.S. territory and Puerto Rico 
has its own condominium law. This is one 
of two columns on the subject 10 help you 
ask the right questions and ask a lot of 
questions when you consider buying a 
condominium unit. Not only does each 
state have its own laws but each develop-
ment will have a variety of its own 
documents. 
Request and read all available informa-
tion, basic documents and anything else 
that will make a full disclosure of sale 
terms to you. Subscription or Purchase 
Agreements normally contain a clause .. . 
over your signature .. . that you have 
received a copy of the Declaration, 
Bylaws, Operating Budget, Management 
Agreement and other important informa-
tion. 
The Declaration (or Enabling Declara-
tion or Master Deed or Plan of Condomi-
nium Ownership) is the most important 
document. When the Declaration is 
recorded, the property previously owned 
as a single deed estate converts to a 
number of single deed condominium 
estates. A Declaration may include the 
conditions, covenants (promises) and 
restrictions which become the constitu-
tional law of the condominium. It gives 
authority and power, through the Bylaws, 
to the Board of Directors of an Association 
of Owners to regulate and administer the 
affairs of the condominium with regard to 
the common estate, its elements and 
facilities. There is a section in the Declara-
tion which describes the units and the 
common elements. If the common estate 
contains such facilities as streets and 
recreation areas, these will be described 
in this document. It must be remembered 
that such areas as parking lots and 
recreation facilities may be withheld by 
the owner of the property (the Grantor) 
and leased to the condominium owners. 
Another section of the Declaration 
establishes the undivided interest percen-
tage. The formula used to determine the 
undivided interest ratio in the common 
estate of the condominium will affect an 
owner's percentage of ownership of the 
common area and could affect the 
number of votes an owner has before the 
Association of Owners, the amount an 
owner will be assessed for maintenance 
and operation of the common areas, real 
estate tax assessed against the individual 
unit owners and the amount of money a 
lender might be willing to lend on a unit 
and its common area. In this section, 
check carefully for any language that 
NEED A RENTAL? 
NEED A TENANT? 
would allow unit ratios to change at some 
future date. That would adversely affect 
the undivided interest coupled to a unit 
after purchase. 
The internal governing of a condomini-
um development is controlled by the 
Bylaws. All owners, tenants and their 
employees are subject to the regulations 
set forth in the Bylaws. The Bylaws 
establish the rights and the responsibili-
ties of the owners in regard to use and 
maintenance of common areas, establish-
ment of an operating budget, right of 
entry, fire and hazard insurance, rules of 
conduct necessary to preserve asthetic 
appearances of the property, compli-
ances with State laws, etc. 
The Subscription and Purchase Agree-
ment is essentially a sales contract. If no 
separate prospectus is included, this 
contract should fully disclose all pertinent 
facts concerning the condominium. 
Next month we' ll talk about some of the 
possible pitfalls of condominium invest-
ment and ways to avoid them and the 
involvement of HUD, under the National 
Housing Act, in many condominium 
developments. We'l! also consider some 
of the important differences between 
buying a new unit and a unit from another 
owner. 0 
o _ 0 
lA5A :: 
NEED A PROPERTY MANAGER? m-OESlAoo 
We're the experts. With our two businesses we take care of all 
segments of rental housing -homes. apartments and condos. 
CfiSA CIESLA 
PROPERlY MANAGEMEti 
812 Pori< Avenue. Monterey. CA 93940 
On the Comer at 8th & Pari< 646-8850 
IN5TA1'I REI'IAl5 
885 Abrego. Monterey. CA 93940 
Next to .Jack in the Box 375-R£NT 
SAN DIEGO 
SHIELDS REALTY 
4228 Bonlla Road 
P.O. Box 621-Bonll., CA 92002 
We are a military oriented office serving most of the bases in San 
Diego and specializing in homes in the Bonita and Chula Vista 
areas. 
For information write or call collect. Ask for Doris Bradleyor Jim 
Alkire (USN. Re\.) . 714-479-3120 . 
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You have prac-
ticed hard and 
given your best. 
No mistakes, a 
good performance. 
Winning comes from 
hours of training dedicated 
to building skill and confi-
dence, but more important, 
a good athlete relies on con-
ditioning. Total conditioning , 
that's what Nautilus is. Years of 
perfecting equipment and con-
cepts unsurpassed in the field 
of sports medicine. 
Stretch and flexibility programs-
Diet consultation - Hot hydro 
swirl pool - I ndivldual program-
ming - Sauna - Steam rooms-
Fabulous Nautilus equipment -
Special cardiovascular programs 
- Yoga classes - Heated Indoor 
pool. 






by Charlotte Riley 
Summer is here. Besides the long 
vacations, short side trips, afternoons at 
the pool, occasional picnics, sleep-over 
parties and numerous trips to Dennis the 
Mennace Park, I expect to hear "Mom, 
what's to do?" I suggest a game of 
cowboys and Indians. I'm the Indian. All 
cowboys are captured, tied and gagged, 
and locked in the old storage shed forthe 
night's bonfire. I hear, "Big deall No 
wayl " Oh well, the game is over before it 
begins. 
But don't panic. Here are some more 
ideas for making summer fun : 
FI. Ord East Garrison Day Camp 
Monday-Thursday, 9a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
$20.00 per session 
Call 242-4364 for more information. 
Whispering Pines Day Camp 
Pacific Street, Monterey 
10 1-week sessions beginning June 14 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday-Thursday, 
camp over till Friday 12:00 p.m. 
There are special themes for each week, 
lots of fun! 
$35.00 NR $30.00 R 
Call 646-3866 for registration and other 
information. 
wardrobe consultant 
FI. Ord Youth Summer Fun 
Programs and activities such as magic 
shows, bike rodeos, a circus, arts and 
crafts, games and sports, field trips and 
more .. . 
Summer fun programs offered at: 
Stillwell School-21 June-19 August 
Marshall School-14 June-22 August 
Fee $25.00 for all activities, all summer. 
Call 242-4364 for details. 
Ft. Ord Outdoor Recreation 
One day Raft Trips 
6 a.m.-9:30 p.m. 
$5.00 per person 
July 3, 17, 31 
Call 242-3466 for more information. 
Cirl Scout Summer Discoveries programs 
Open to girls and boys 6 and older, 
nonmembers welcome. 
A few highlights : 
Bay to Bay Hike-July 28-9:30 a.m.-4:30 
p.m. 
Mad Hatters Skate Party at Del Monte 
Gardens on July 21-11 a.m.-l p.m. 






P.O . Box 222821 
Carmel, Ca 93922 
JUST FOR YOU 
• Professional alterations for men, 
women and children 
• Quality custom made apparel 
• Uniforms, ultrasuede and silks our 
specialty 
• One day service on some alterations 
Special 10% discount with this ad. 
661 ',I, Lighthouse Pacific Grove, CA 93950 (408) 646-1297 
• 
These are just a few adivities offered. For 
additional information on other pro· 
grams, fees, and registration, call 372-
8048. 
Monterey Ubrary Summer Programs 
"Home Run Summer" reading program 
- June 15-August 30 with tickets to the 
A's game, if completed. 
Films - second Friday each month; 
begins June 11 - 3:00 p.m.-4 :oo p.m. 
Storytelling for 3-5 year olds begins June 
16, Wednesday - 10:30 a.m.-ll:30 a.m. 
and Fridays - 2:30 p.m.-3:15 p.m. 
There are other adivities and events to be 
announced. Call 646-3930 to keep in-
formed. 
N.P.S. Chapels 
Vacation Bible School - August 2-6 -
9:00 a.m.-12:oo p.m. 
Call your chapel or chairperson for details 
or to volunteer. 
Protestant - 646-2241 
Catholic - 646-8785 
Parks tmd Recreation 
There are so many programs and adivities 
offered by this organization, it is only 
possible to list a few: 
Archer Street Drop-In Center I 646-3870 
Unstructured, supervised adivities for 
ages 6-16 
Also tot programs ages 3-5 
Call for days and times. NO CHARGE 
Playground Program 
Supervised play, games, sports, crafts, 
cartoons, folk dancing and special events. 
K-grade 8 
Begins June 28 
10 a.m.-12 p.m. and 1 p.m.-4 p.m. 
Call 646-3866 for and locations. 
~lIno, 
910 ~. Moln !If. 
Volley (f'n1e-1' 
Monlerey 
on The Moll 
0.1 MonTe ( enle' 
Largest Full Line 
Childrens Specialty Store 
on the Central Coast 
***** 
We're Proud of Our Prices, 
Selection (f> SelVice. 
We Invite Your Comparison, 
***** 
THE GREATEST 
CHILDREN STORE IN TOWNI 
''We deliver everything 
but the baby. " 
Summer Family Film Festi.al 
At the Monterey Youth Center, Dennis 
the Menace Park. 
Fees $.75-$1.00 
All films shown at 4:00 p.m.,6:oo p.m. and 
8:00 p.m. 
July 9 " Hercules" . 
July 23, 24 " Jason and the Argonauts" 
Monterey County Fairgrounds 
July 16, 18 Arabian Horse Show 
July 23-25 Indian Arts Show (with real 
Indians, dances) 
August 17-22 Monterey County Fair 
Call 372-5863 for more information. 
San Juan Bautista 
There are bowling and mime lessons for 
children, ages 6-11 , and the Explorers 
Club, to mention a few more terrific 
summer ideas. Plus much more . . . Call 
the Youth Center I 646-3873 or stop and 
pick up a copy of their Summer Fun 
Booklet. 
July 4 - Old-fashioned Independence 
Celebration with fireworks 
July 11 - Fiesta Rodeo 
Call 1-623-2454 for specifics 
Have a Safe and FUN summer here in 
Monterey. Call now and make plans for 
your childrens' SUMMER FUN and your 
peace of mind. 0 
JACKSONVILLE 
"FREE" 
Newcomers Information and Relocation Kit 
Call TOLL FREE: 
1-800-874-9167 
or write: 
Walter Williams Realty, Inc, 
13B9 Cassat Avenue 
Jacksonville, Florida 32205 
Dscar Hossenfellder's 
IF JmSTAOIlAIT • MEPJlY-GO-ROOID • ICE CREAM .,. 
Available for special parties of all kinds (up to 5000 or as small as 
you like). Special arrangements are made for all age groups. For 
example a kiddies party for pre-schoolers includes a kiddie sun-
dae, party hat, soft dr,ink, funmaker and a ride on the authentic 
1905 merry-go-round for $3.15 each. For adults there's Capone's 
Roaring 20's party including cocktails, dinner, entertainment, ice 
cream orgy, merry-go-round rides and surprises. 
",. Try Oscar DoBSellebr's FatAIklus Fannllla 11:8 Cream. ~ 
Gold Medal Winner, California State Fair 1979-1980-1981 
~~- ~ 
Gdgewater Packing 80mpany , 
----- - , 
640 WAVE STREET. ON CANNERY ROW. NEXT TO THE WAREHOUSE 649-1899 
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One of the best kept secrets of the 
Monterey Peninsula dining circuit is a 
little restaurant, il Piccolo, located in 
Marina. If you want authentic Italian 
cooking, from delicious pasta to rich 
taste-tempting desserts, then if Piccolo isa 
must. It has been acclaimed in the pages 
of Bon Appelil, Monlerey Life, and the 
L.A. Times. 
Owners and operators, Jim and Nives 
Stoltz, make everything from the sauces 
to the desserts from scratch and only the 
freshest ingredients available are used. 
For this reason several dishes require a 
day's prior notice. Since all the dishes are 
cooked to order, on a busy night it takes a 
little while to be served, but the wait is 
well worth it. 
by Linda Connelly 
"il Piccolo" 
235A Reindollar Avenue 
Marina, 384-5242 
Nives with her husband and four sons 
resided in Trieste, a principal ity at the 
northeastern end of the Adriatic Sea 
before coming to the Monterey area . 
Opening if Piccolo's almost four years 
ago, the Stoltzs have kept the operation of 
the restaurant in the family. 
For the hearty appetite there is an 
Antipasta appetizer, but personally I 
would skip this and go for the fi ll ing main 
course. 
The vast repertory of pasta dishes 
"iI pieeolo" 
Cafe Ristorante 
FINE ITALIAN FOOD 
• DOIllc..~UC & I tllported Wines 
• Old Autllelltic Family Recipes from Northern Italy 
• Intimate Atnlosphcre • Dhmer 5 pm-IO pm Closed ~londa)'S 
• Familic.." Welcome • We Cater to PartJes 
235 REINDOLLAR AVE, MARINA, CA 93933 (408) 384-5242 
WIne & Dine Moroccan Style 
L--,--_ 
.. . Have an inexpensive voyage 
to Morocco on the Monterey Peninsula. 
Complete Moroccan dinners include Havira, 
Salad, Bastila, choice of entree, Mint Tea 
& Moroccan Pastry . All skillfully prepared 
by Chef Mohammed Larbi Scally. 
CA 381 Pine Sl <at DU Gate) Open 6:00 I 0:00 p.m. Closed Sun. [, Mon. 
ReseMltions 649-8099 
r-------'COUPON -------, I Hamburger Special , <. I 
I • /3 lb. All Beef Burger I 
I ;=~,~:I~S~~:'i~~~~d special sauce. I 
I and a large order of fresh cut fries 
I ~~ $ 2 4 9 BAR:~~~~c~~:~~~~~USE I L_____ _ _______ ....... 
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offered are served with soup or salad and 
fresh bread and butter. If Minestrone is 
the soup of the day, go with it, for it is an 
authentic homemade Italian soup, as 
good as any I had in Italy. Pasta dishes 
include Fettucine Carbonare (my hus-
band's favorite, and with two-plus years of 
living in Italy he knows great pasta), 
Spaghetti alia Zingara (rich tomato sauce 
with fresh vegetables), and Spaghetti a al 
Puttanseca or Ilwhore's spaghetti" (an-
chovy flIets beaten to a paste, minced 
black olives and grated cheese) . Of course 
Lasagne, Ravioli , and Spaghetti with 
Meatballs are available for the less 
adventurous. Because the pastas are made 
right there in the kitchen, if you are a 
Gnocchi (potato pasta) lover, or crave 
Tortellini or Canelloni (stuffed pasta), you 
will need to call a day ortwo in advance to 
order these and a few other gastronomi-
cal delights. 
All chicken, beef, and veal dishes 
include a choice of soup or sa lad, 
potatoes, and bread and butter. Try the 
Veal Marsala; there is only one thing 
wrong with it, it is so good you might 
never try any of the other entrees on the 
menu. If veal is not your dish, the Chicken 
Cordon Bleu or the Bruccialone al Manzo 
(rolled beef with ham, eggs, onions, and 
cheese), will surely satisfy any desire for 
outstanding Italian meals. Luscious Egg-
plant Parmesan is offered as a side dish or 
a main entree with spaghetti. There are 
also many tempting side dishes such as 
peas with artichoke hearts, peas and ham, 
and fried eggplant which could develope 
into full courses of their own. 
Son Peter makes a fabulous Cheese-
cake, while Nives whips up an outstand-
ing labaglione (hot custard), and the 
Amaretto Cake is so rich it should be 
locked up in a vault for safekeeping. 
Drink the excellent house wines (Bur-
gundy, Rosa, and White) and finish your 
meal off, if you have any room left, with a 
Dark Espresso Coffee. What a place I 0 
• 
July is summe rtime, at least that is what 
the calendar and the weatherman say (I've 
been warned otherwise about Monterey 
weather, but for that I will have to wait 
and see). Now is the time for barbecues 
and picnics. Time for Dad to help with the 
cooking, while the kids keep you busy (or 
you cook and let Dad keep the kids 
happyl). 
Here are some changes from the 
normal stand-bys of hamburgers and hot 
dogs. 
Sleak Marinade 
1-2 Isp seasoned sail 
~ cup Worcestershire sauce 
IA cup steak sauce 
1A cup soy sauce 
\14 cup prepared barbecue sauce 
2 Ibs. sirloin steak (or chu'ck if marina led 
longer) 
Sprinkle seasoned salt over both sides 
of the meat. Combine remaining ingre-
dients and pour over the meat. let sit for 
1-2 hours. (The longer it sits the better it 
is.) 
(Courtesy of Donna McCorkle) 
Spicy Ham Steak 
\14 cup melled butter 
1 cup sherry (dry) 
1 cup pineapple juice 
2 tsp ground cloves 
\14 cup dry muslard 
\14 cup packed brown sugar 
2 Isp paprika 
1'h cloves garlic, minced 
1/3 cup horseradish 
3-4 cenler cui ham slices 1 inch thick (have 
butcher cui next lime you buy a whole 
ham) 
Combine melted butter, sherry, juice, 
cloves, mustard, brown sugar, paprika, 
garlic and horseradish . Slash edges of ham 
steaks (to prevent curling while grilling) 
and marinate for at least 3 hours. Grill 3 
inches from medium coals. Cook 20-30 
minutes, basting frequently and turning 
occasionally. 
(Courtesy of Molly Parker) 
by Sue Youngren 
Round Sleak Marinade 
'Il cup chopped onion 
Yl cup lemon juice 
\14 cup salad oil 
'Il Isp sail 
'Il Isp celery sail 
'Il tsp pepper 
'Il tsp Ihyme 
'Il tsp oregano 
Y.!: tsp rosemary 
2 cloves garlic, minced 
2'1l lb round steak 
Combine first 10 ingredients and pour 
over steak. Marinate for 4-5 hours, 
turning several times. Cook on grill over 
hot coals, basting with marinade. 
(HINT: If you allow the meat to remain 
in your refrigerator for 2-3 days BEFORE 
marinating it, the beef will "age" and 
develop more flavor and tenderness.) 
(Courtesy of Karen Siple) 
Gourmel Marinated Chicken 
1 envelope Good Seasons Italian or Garlic 
salad dressing 
1A cup sherry 
1/3 cup salad oil 
2 Ibs. cut up chicken 
Combine first three ingredients and 
pour over chicken. Marinate overnight in 
refrigerator or 2 hours at room tempera· 
ture, turning several times. Bake in oven} 
uncovered (with marinade still on chick-
en), for about 30 minutes at 325 degrees. 
Grill over hot coals for about 20 minutes 
or until it has reached desired crispness. 
(Courte sy of Karen Siple) 0 
Holman's 
Solarium Restaurant 
Join us for a delightful 
Open Mon.-Sat. 
10 am to 5 pm 
Sun. 11 am-3 pm 
542 Lighthouse 
Pacific Grove 
Sunday Champagne Buffet Brunch 
Only $6.75 per person 









• by Bobbie Meeker • 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
July seems to bring a lot of exciting and interesting events. 
Some of them are listed below. Why not take advantage of 
them I With the kids out of school you may also want to check 
the Monterey Parks and Recreation Department, 546 Dutra 
Street, Monterey. CA 93940. Their summer activities calendar 




Forest Theatre Concert: Monterey Peninsula 
Dance Theatre, classical-modern-jazz, Free 
Admission, Mountain View & Santa Rita, 
Carmel 
OSWC Governing Board Meeting 
July 7-11 Monterey Multihull Classic 1981: Four days 
of races to take place on beautiful Monterey 
Bay. More Information call 372-4271. 
Pottery Invitational : Monterey Peninsula 
Museum of Art 
Feast of Lanterns : In Pacific Grove. Aweek of 
events, highlighted on the last night by a 
lighted boat parade and crowning of Queen 
Topaz and her court at lovers Point. 
July 9 
July 9 Photography of Claudette Dibert: Leonard 
Heller Memorial Gallery-Monterey Penin-
sula Museum of Art 
July 24 
July 25 
July 10-11 Obon Festival: Annual event staged by the 
Monterey Peninsula Buddhist Temple at the 
Monterey County Fairgrounds in Monterey. 
Features Japanese Flower arranging, games 
for children, Japanese-style entertainment, 
food and saki. Donations are requested at the 
door. 
Parade of the Caber: Through Carmel (See 
article on Scottish Highland Games) 
Monterey National Horse Show: In Pattee 
Arena at Monterey County Fairgrounds in 
Monterey. Information and tickets in ad-
vance are available at the Fairgrounds Office, 







Forest Theatre Concert: Terrence Ferrell & 
Friends, Admission: Free, Mountain View & 
Santa Rita, Carmel 
Classes Begin at NPS 
OSWC Executive Board Meeting 
CLASSMATE Staff Meeting 
N.P.S. New Student Reception: Barbara 
McNitt Ballroom, 5:00 p.m. 
Carmel Bach Festival: Performances of the 
musical works of Johann Sebastian Bach and 
other composers of his era at Sunset Center 
in Carmel. More information is available 










Forest Theatre Concert: Troika Balalaikas 
Russian folk melodies and rhythms, Admis-
sion: FREE, Mountain View & Santa Rita, 
Carmel 
Scottish Highland Games : At M.P.C., 1:00 
p.m. Traditional Scottish athletic events, 
dance and bagpipe competition, genealogy 
information, food, and more! Proceeds 
benefit the Elks Club Cerebral Palsy Fund . 
Tickets are available at area outlets and at the 
gate. 
Forest Theatre Concert: Dixieland, lncorpor-
ated, Admission: Free, Mountain View & 
Santa Rita, Carmel 
OSWC Executive Board Meeting 
CLASSMATE Staff Meeting: 8 p.m. 
Pebble Beach Summer Horse Show 
CLASSMATE Staff Meeting: 8 p.m. 
OSWC: Welcome Aboard Coffee 0 
WASHINGTON DC BOUND? 
To assist you with your move our comprehensive Relocation Package 
contains the following information. plus much more; 
• New ~ Resale Homes • Schools • Public Transportation 
• Flnandng • Moving KIt • Recreation ~ Sports 
(VA, FHA, CONV, ~ VHA) • Rentals • Local ~ State Maps 
For your free copy. please call collec.t (703) 569-9883 and ask for 
Shirley Merritt in the relocation department or mail the coupon below to: 




The Teen Club Staff for the summer is 
on hand at the club and looks forward to 
meeting you and assisting in any way to 
help make thissummer bethe best ever in 
La Mesa. Our Teen Club Manager is Mrs. 
M . S. Barnett, and her two Assistant 
Managers are Mrs. Sue Lau, and Ms. Susan 
Riddell. 
If you are 13 to 19 years old (12 and in 
the seventh grade), and you live in La 
Mesa Housing or on NPS, you can join the 
Teen Club. Club dues are fifty cents a 
month. You can pick up an application at 
the Teen Club. You are invited to come by 
and check out our Club House before you 
join. We are located in BLDG 49, down the 
alley across from the Housing Office. 
Look for TEEN CLUB sign . Our Club 
House has been repainted by ou r mem-
bers this year, and inside you' ll find a 
POOL TABLE, PING PONG TABLE, ATARI 
GAME, STEREO, CABLE TV, A COKE 
MACHINE AND TWO OF THE LATEST 
VIDEO GAMES MACHINES!I 
Parents and Teens are invited to come 
by and take a look at our Club House. We 
are planning a fun filled summer, Swim-
ming Pool Parties, Dances, Cookouts, 
Roller Skating, Trips to interesting Places, 
Camping Trips, Family Picnic (in August), 
Pizza Night, and Sports. We played 
softball against the NPS Security and Fire 
Department in May ... the final score was: 
TEENS 12, Security/ Fire 11. It was fun for 
all, and we had pizza after the game, 
compliments of the NPS Security/ Fire 
Departments. Summer has begun ... so 
come and join us in all the fun. For more 
information please call Mrs. Barnett, 646-
0653. 
LA MESA TEEN CLUB 
SUMMER HOURS: 
JUNE 14th - SEPTEMBER 4TH. 
MONDAYS, TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS 
12 NOON - 4 PM / 6:30 - 10:30 PM. 
FR IDAYS & SATURDAYS 
12 NOON - 4 PM / 7 PM - 11 PM. 
CLOSED ON 
SUNDAYS & WEDNESDAYS. 0 
¢" tl SREST AURANT 
1,,"" MEXI~!t~~!~~s 
CASA FUENTE BLDG . 







WE'LL HAVE IT READY! 
-COMBINATION DINNERS 
-TAMALES _TACOS 
- CHILI RELLENOS 
- ENCHILADAS 
- WINES & BEER 
OPEN DAILY 
EXCEPT TUESDAY 
FRI-SAT 11 AM-10 PM 
SUN-THURS 11 AM-9 PM 
lUll . ""'ITE ._ IVIUIU 
III BlOCHROM 
IIOIITU[Y ~f[fIENC[ C£NTER 
PACIF IC 
. ..... _L-=:-_ 
~ 4l~ PIERCE 
Z PARKING IN 
: NEW \oiUN ICIPAl 
... GARAGE 
$1.00 OFF WITH THIS AD 
ON ANY LARGE PIZZA 
725 LIGHTHOUSE AVE. 




Focus of the Month 
THE FINE ARTS 
After living here on the Peninsula for 
over two years, my feeling that I've "seen" 
it is repeatedly shattered . A back road, a 
never-explored neighborhood, or a trip 
to an art gallery offer unsuspected views 
of this area. Exploring new places is an 
understandable way to see an area, but 
how many think to visit the art gallery? 
The Monterey Peninsula Museum of 
Art , located on Pacific Street across from 
Colton Hall in Monterey, does offersome 
special views-those of the artists. Spe-
cializing in the works of local artists and 
those who have worked extensively in this 
area, the Museum has a balanced collec-
tion in a variety of styles and media. There 
are paintings of adobes and missions, 
everyday life, and early Monterey street 
scenes. 
The works of two artists, Armin Hansen 
and William Ritschel, particularly im-
pressed me. Hansen, a San Francisco 
native, loved the sea and traveled widely 
on the sailing ships of his time. He 
specialized in etchings, rendering deli-
cately the lines of the sea, the ships and 
the seafaring people. Working in Monter-
ey, he captured the character of its 
fishermen and sailors. Ritschel, a German 
born artist who came to the Peninsula 
later in life, also loved the sea. Using oil 
paint on large canvasses, he focused on 
Seeing Through 
Artist's Eye 
by Virginia K. Duym 
l eft: "Equus," by Douglas Purdy, Bronze on 
Walnut, Right : "Portrait of Terrenia (Mrs. 
Gerrard)," by Jacob Epstein, Bronze, Bottom : 
"Tanta," by luis Antonio Sanguino, Green 
Onyx. -photos by I. Milch,k 
the natural grandeur of the sea and coast. 
The deep, vivid blue of the water contrasts 
with the rugged rocks and twisted trees. 
These complementary ways of looking at 
the area add new dimensions to our 
appreciation. 
The Museum of Art, however, is more 
than a gallery of local works. Its Folk Art 
Room includes samples from around tlie 
world. Children would particularly enjoy 
the colorful masks from Mexico and 
India, the scrimshaw animal carvings from 
Alaska, and the elaborate Chinese puppet 
theater. The museum shop carries similar 
folk crafts, as well as notecards, replicas, 
jewelry, and books. 
In addition to the permanent collec-
tion, the museum brings in special 
exhibits such as the recent Ansel Adams 
retrospective. This month's exhibit, I/Na_ 
tional Clay Show: 20 Artists," will feature 
the work of contemporary potters. If 
pottery means bowls and casseroles to 
you, this show will be a surprise. These 
ceramic artists sculpt a variety of forms in 
this medium and interpret traditional 
pieces in new ways. 
For new ways of seeing, the Monterey 
Peninsula Museum of Art is an excellent 
place to visit. Whether through the early 
views of Monterey or the recent work of 
contemporary artists, the museum offers 
visitors an exciting new perspective. 0 
• 
An Eagle's Eye 
View of Art 
by Janis Shanahan Miller 
Should you, while in the basement of 
Herrmann Hall, see a sign directing you to 
the Eagle's Eye Gallery, I urge you to 
follow that sign for a delightful excursion 
into the world of fine art. located near the 
Recreation Office, Eagle's Eye Gallery is a 
small room with walls holding some of the 
finest original pieces of art on the 
Monterey Peninsula. Step inside and 
you ' ll be amazed by the excellence and 
variety of the art: oil paintings, watereo· 
lars, acrylics, pen and inks and sculpture. 
The Eagle's Eye Gallery is the showplace 
for the Military Wives Art Association of 
the Naval Postgraduate School and is 
open Monday through Friday from 11 :30 
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. and Friday evenings from 
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. The members ofthe 
M .W.A.A. are a combination of both 
wives of active duty officers and wives of 
retired officers. These ladies work individ-
ually as artists and collectively as a group 
whose goal is a friendly interchange of 
ideas and techniques. A member also 
gains the experience of working in a 
gallery, hanging a professional show, and 
learning the fundamentals of selling art. 
These shared experiences should enable 
M.W.A.A. members who are leaving the 
area to go forth to a new duty station 
armed with the necessary information to 
share her talents once again . 
Eagle's Eye Gallery does a fine service 
for the Naval Postgraduate School in 
providing an excellent selection of rea-
sonably priced art as well as serving as a 
teaching platform for its members. Try to 
make it a point to stop by the gallery, 
either to browse through the lovely art or 
to gain information about the M .W.A.A. 
membership. Whether you buy or create, 
you are adding your support to our 
military family and helping to nurture its 
many talents. 0 
& READ,INC. 
REALTORS~ 
"Your Key to Charleston" 
Read ld' Read, Inc. serves: 
• Charleston Naval Base Q> Weapons Station 
• Charleston Air Force Base 
• Summerville Q> Surrounding Areas 
East Cooper Q> James Island Resort Areas 
READ & READ. INC. REALTORS" 
Diane Jaeger, GR!, CRS, Realtor 
Office (803) 556-9383 Residence (803) 571-3573 
615 Wesley Drive. Charleston, South Carolina 29407 
PREPARATION FOR FIRST VISIT 
Don't give your child the opportunity to hear "neighborhood 
experiences" . It's best to tell a child about a dental visit the night before. 
Of course, always refer to the dentist as "our friend". Convey the feeling 
that dental visits are a part of growing up. Don't offer rewards or indicate 
that there is anything to fear. In fact, such words as hurt, grind, drill, etc., 
should be eliminated from the dental vocabulary. Say that your dentist 
intends only to examine and that he will always explain what he is going 
to do. 
Make appointment day easy for your child. Make no other plans for him 
or her that day. 11 possible, the appointment should be made early in the 
day. This may be the most difficult advice of all-but children are usually 
most cooperative if parents are not in the treatment room. Rest assured, 
all findings will be discussed with you after the visit. 
Please feel welcome to call Dr. Lackey or Dr. Poole at 649-1055 Night 
or Day should you or your fam ily have an unexpected Dental Emergency. 
Both Doctors served in the U.S. Navy Dental Corp and were stationed al 
the U.S.N.P.G.S. 
Arlen Lackey D.D.S., James Poole, D.D.S. 
675 PINE AVENUE, PACIFIC GROVE, CA 
TELEPHONE (408) 649-1055 
Curtain Call 
by Janet M. Machak 
There was a young man from Broadway, 
Who found him' elf living in Monterey. 
"Delightful," he ,aid, 
" Theatre', not dead; 
It ', thriving right here on the Bay!" 
And thriving it i,1 Whether you prefer 
high drama, a lighthearted musical, sheer 
comedy, perennial favorites or new 
works, a local production is sure to please 
you. Furthermore, you can choose be-
tween dinner theatre, little theatre, or 
college productions; there's even a good 
old fashioned melodrama in town! 
Now let me reassure the Doubting 
Thoma, out there who is shaking his head 
and saying, " But it isn't professional, and 
you have to get dressed up, and it 
probably costs a fortune, and .. . " IT JUST 
AIN'T SO! 
You may not find Richard Burton 
playing the lead role, but the local 
theatres have very good reputations for 
quality productions. Suitable attire varies 
with where and when the production is 
being staged, but casual clothing is 
generally fine. At the community college 
productions, for instance, you'll find 
members of the audience dressed in 
everything from blue jeans to their best 
" Sunday suit." There's a price range for 
everyone, too. While dinner shows may 
be more expensive, Monterey Peninsula 
Community College season tickets cost 
only $10.00 (military rates) for eight plays, 
and the Children 's Experimental Theatre 
productions are free. 
Here is a partial listing of area theatres. 
For others, check your phone book or 
newspaper, or ask your neighbors. 
Whether you decide to make it a romantic 
date or a gala group party, an evening of 




Fast Friendly Service 
Family Owned and Operated 
FREE 3/8" FOAM PAD 
To Military with Remnants 
Full Service Floor and Window Coverings. 
Remnants & Rolls. Custom & Ready-made Draperies 
llOO Del Monte Avenue 
Monterey, CA 93940 Tel, (408) 373-7759 
Cabrillo College Theatre 
6500 Soquel Drive 
Aptos, Ca. 95003 
1-425-6331 or 6466 
Closed for major improvements this 
summer. Watch for fa ll production an-
nouncements. 
Hartnell Theatre-The Western Stage 
156 Homestead Avenue, Salinas, Ca. 93901 
373-2557 (9 a.m.-5 p.m.) 
May 20-Aug. 14. Seven plays/ three sub-
scription plans: Individual tickets $4.50-
$8.oo/ Season tickets $16.00-$49.00. 
Monterey Peninsula College Players 
980 Fremont 
Monterey, Ca. 93940 
646-4213 or 646-4209 (4:00-8:00 p.m.) 
Aug. '82-May '83-eight plays for $10.00 
(military rate). 
Also watch local paper for SRO (standing 
room only) stage productions. 
California First Theatre 
Pacific & Scott Streets 
Monterey, Ca. 
375-4916 
Authentic 19th century melodrama-See 
article in this issue. 
Children's Experimental Theatre 
Mountain View Ave. & Santa Rita 
Carmel, Ca. 
624-1531 
See article in this issue for more informa-
tion . 
forest Theatre in the Ground 
Mountain View Ave. & Santa Rita 
Carmel , Ca . 
624-1531 
Watch local papers for current 
shows/$5.oo-$10.oo. 
Beginning June 24, Cyrano De Bergerac. 
Hidden Valley Music Seminars 
Carmel Valley Road & Ford Rd. 
Carmel Valley, Ca. 
659-3115 
Opera and light opera/ $8.oo-S1 2.00. 
Watch paper or phone for schedule. 
Siudio ·Reslaur.nl & The.lre 
Dolores & Ocean Ave. 
Carmel, Ca. 
624-1661 
Call for detaiis. 
Sunset Center 
San Carlos & 9th Avenue 
Carmel, Ca. 
624-3996 
Assorted offerings , watch local 
papers/ $S.OO-$10.00 generally. 
The Wharl The.lre 
Municipal Wharf #1 (Fisherman's Wharf) 
Monterey I Ca. 
372-2882 
$6.00-$8.00/ reservations suggested. 
Currently: Liu/e Foxes (Fri., Sat., Sun.). 









(4~' 624 · J 4 00 
P.D. Box 736 ' 
San Cor/os (If 7rh 
(".arm el. CA n:i92 I 
"The newest name in casual dininR " 
Roast prime rib, sizzling steaks and tasty sea-
food, all prepared in the traditional manner . . . 
serving lunch weekdays from 11 :10, dinner 
nightly, ex.cept Sundays, from S:OO. Brick fire-
place highlights cocktail lounge, open from 
11 :00. Banquet facilities available. Overlooking 
Lake El Estero. 
"Something to Crow About" 
For Reservations 
&375-5104j 55 CAMINO AGUAJITO MONTEREY 
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2 BLOCKS TO NPGS 
HUGE MILITARY 
DISCOUNT 
1 ("·1 373-41721 
1131 10TH STREET 
MONTEREY, CA 93940 
FEATURING 
INDOOR HEA TED POOL. 




RESTFUL QUIET RO()M~; ___ 
• PERCOLATED COFFEE 
IN ROOM '4 
• BRIDAL & ._,....:;,.,.... 
FAMilY SUITES 
• KING & QUEEN BEDS 
• FIREPLACES 
& kITCHENETTES 
• COLOR TelEVISION .. 
• DIRECT DIAL 
• SAUNA 
r-I '------:1 3=7-=-3.-:":13=3::'171 ....... .
1046 MUNRAS AVE. 
NEAR DEL MONTE 
SHOPPING CENTER 
1-_________ UNDER OWNERSHIP-----------' 
The Musical 
Monterey Peninsula 
by Virginia K. Duym 
In a small area such as the Monterey 
Peninsula, we don 't expect to hear the 
New York Philharmonic or the Metropoli-
tan Opera. Even so, the musical stars and 
principal soloists from such major or-
chestras and opera companies do put in 
an occasional guest appearance here. So 
do smaller chamber groups, vocal groups, 
and the many rising talents who, though 
not yet famous, may already outshine 
their contemporaries. In addition to 
concerts, the community supports young 
musicians with contests and scholarships. 
Between the summer festivals and special 
events, the recitals by young performers, 
and the fall /wi nter concert season, there 
is an opportunity to hear a variety of fine 
music all year. 
The Carmel Bach Festival, beginning 
the 16th of this month, brings in top 
performers of Baroque music and local 
support in the orchestra and chorus. 
Under the direction of Maestro Sandor 
Sal go, it has acquired a wide reputation 
for quality and has a loyal audience. As a 
result of its popularity, the concerts have 
been sold out for months, but for the dai ly 
recitals, which feature the same perform-
ers, tickets are usually available at the 
door. These recitals are announced in the 
newspaper, and at less than half the cost 
of the concerts, are a real bargain. For 
more information, call the Festival office 
at 624-1521 . 
For bargain hu nters, it's hard to beat the 
Sunday Afternoon Concerts at Forest 
Theatre-they are free. Each Sunday from 
July 4, through August 29, the city of 
Carmel-by-the-Sea hosts a different 
group in an informal outdoor concert. 
Ethnic sounds from Mexico, Russia and 
Scotland, square dancing and modern 
dance, Dixieland, barbershop, and an 
old-fashioned marching band will be the 
sounds at Forest Theatre this summer. 
One note of caution for Outdoor concert 
goers: dress warmly. The sun you have in 
Monterey may not be what you get in 
Carmel! 
One of the most exciting musical 
programs on the Monterey Peninsula 
brings together distinguished performers 
photograph courtesy of Carmel Bach Festival. 
and ta lented young musicians in a series 
of Master Classes. Hidden Valley, an 
Institute for the Arts in Carme l Valley, 
exists primarily for musica l education. 
Although most of us don't quali fy as 
students of flu te, harp, voice o r balle t, we 
ca n jo in the audience. At the end of each 
semina r, recitals are given by instructors, 
students, or both. Hidden Va lley's opera 
season has received enthusiastic reviews 
from critics up and down the coast. The 
NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA 
Specializing in lovely Northern Virginia 
Call collect or send for our relocation kit 
Karen Watkins 
( 703) 435-0900 (Office) 
(703) 4 71 -5829 (Home) 
11484 Washington Pla za West Reston, Virg inia 22090 
• 
operas, performed in English, feature 
selected young singers and actors wi th a 
full orchestra. Who knows? We might 
hear the next Pavarott i ! For more infor-
mation, call Hidden Valley at 659-3115. 
The fa ll /winter concert season is the 
time to hear a variety of musical styles. In 
addition to the Monterey Symphony, 
both the Carmel Music Society and the 
Chamber Music Society offer season 
subscriptions. The Ca rmel Music Society's 
five concerts include: Annie Fischer, 
pianist; the Scottish Chamber Orchestra; 
Nathaniel Rosen, cellist; the New York 
Vocal Arts Ensemble; and An n Gresham, 
soprano. For ticket information call 372-
1226. 
Another series of concerts is offered by 
the Chamber Music Society. In the past 
two seasons, the performances have been 
of consistently high quality, and this year 
promises another outstanding selection 
ANNOUNCING A NEW 
CONCEPT IN PICKUPS: 
The NEW SIZE !JB3 FORD 





MONTEREY PENINSULA AUTO CENTER , 
2 HEITZINGER PLAZA, SEASIDE 899-2311 
of trios and quartets. For ticket informa-
tion call 624-8261 . 
If the variety of musical programs here 
makes it difficult to choose and keep up 
with the schedule, Classmate helps by 
printing specific programs" times and 
dates in "Where It's Happening" each 
month. People in the offices listed will 
also be helpful when you call for informa-
tion. Attend a concert or two and enjoy 
the good music, but don 't be surprised to 
find yourself wanting morel 0 




Frequent trips to the beach. Den· 
nis the Menace Park and EI 
Estero Lilke to feed the dUCks; 
other fun will include arts [, 
crafts, 
Many sessions and day care 
available 
Comer of First and Park Streets 
(few blocks from Naval Postgrad· 
uate School). Phone 375-9743. 
855 BROADWAY, SEASIDE. 394-6301 
YOU CAN 
It PAYS 
10 visil a 
family slore 
have solid wood 
and save $ 
Specializing in oak and other hardwoods_ '4~~::~~ 




3 Monthly Payme nts Same As Cash To All NPGS Students 
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Monterey History 
and Art Association 
by Charlotte Riley 
Although we have had few chances to 
discover the beautiful, historical Monter-
ey during our first few months here, I 
decided recently tq give it a whirl! So off I 
went to visit the friendly folks at the 
Monterey History and Art Association, 
LTD. What better way to explore the city's 
past? (Besides it was by Classmale assign-
ment.) The Association's office is located 
in the Allen Knight Maritime Museum, 
550 Calle Principal. 
The Museum was really fascinating. It 
was a collection of ship models, bells, 
compasses, lanterns, ship name boards 
and other parts of old ships. There were 
prints and paintings of ships and a 
maritime library, including volumes of 
Old Lloyds' Register. A very special 
feature of the museum is the beautiful. 
large model of the frigate "Savannah," 
which was the flagship of Commodore 
John Drake Sloat when he captured 
Monterey in 1846. 
My eight year old could hardly wait for 
a look at these sailors' treasures! (You are 
right , son, it is not a snap together 
modeL) Seriously, it was a delightful 







This model of the U.S. Frigate "SAVANNAH" can be seen at the Allen Knight Maritime 
Museum.-pnolo by Gail Agor 
History and Art Association than this one 
museum. 
The Association was founded in 1931, 
by prominent Peninsula citizens interest-
ed in preserving the heritage of Monter-
ey's historic and colorful past. 
Some of the historical reminders are the 
old adobes, important government build-
ings, the books, manuscripts, pictures, 







that played a distinctive part in the history 
of early Spanish, Mexican, and American 
California. 
Specifically, the acquisitions of the 
Association are the Casa Serrano, which is 
their social headquarters, the Frances 
Doud House, the Mayo Hayes O'Donnel 
Library, which is a non-lending library, 
but open to all persons interested in 
California history. Also there is the 
General Fremont Headquarters and, as 
mentioned above, the Allen Kn ight 
Maritime Museum, which portrays the 
sailing ship era and the whaling and 
fishing days in Monterey. 
In addition to previously mentioned 
locations displaying the Association's 
properties, there are the Casa Amesti , 
Casa Gutirrez, the Army Museum at the 
Presidio, and the Jo Mora sculpture lila 
Novia" which is displayed at the N.P.S. 
One other point of interest is the 
Association sponsored "Path of History". 
It is an actual 2.8 mile, red-lined path 
painted on the streets of old Monterey. It 
is a walking tour of all the adobes and 
historical sites. 
Looking to the near future, the Associa-
tion plans a permanent costume museum 
and hopes to display many items, now in 
storage, in the Cooper-Molera Adobe. 
Since 1931, the membership has grown 
to around 2000 concerned citizens. Mem-
bership is based on sponsorship and 
board approval. Dues range from $1.00 to 
$40.00. The Association depends on the 
kindness and interests of its members to 
volunteer their energies to Association 
tasks and programs. 
If you would like more information or a 
schedule of the historic buildings and 
sites in old Monterey, call the friendly 
"watchstanders" at the Allen Knight 
Maritime Museum (372-2608). Better yet, 








by Sue Youngren 
The 1982-83 concert season for the 
Monterey County Symphony celebrates 
the fifteenth season for condudor and 
musical director Haymo Taeuber. The 
Symphony has been designated as one of 
the top 100 metropolitan orchestras in the 
United States. The Symphony offers a 
regular season as well as special programs 
for the community. 
The Monterey County Symphony 
brings music to the people of Monterey 
County. They hold an annual Christmas 
Concert at the Commun ity Hospital ofthe 
Monterey Peninsula for the staff, patients 
and visitors. A Pops Concert each spring, 
tlSunday in the Park", is a free informal 
concert for the area. 
The youth and students of Monterey 
and the county are touched by the 
Symphony. In-School demonstrations 
introduce and demonstrate the instru-
ments and portions of the orchestra. A full 
orchestra concert is explained and dem-
onstrated in Youth Concerts. In addition, 
young musicians are aided by the scholar-
ship fund of the Symphony. 
The 1982-83 series has six concerts in its 
program. Concerts are held on Sunday 
evenings at King Hall, Naval Postgraduate 
School, Monterey; Monday evenings at 
the Sunset Cultural Theater, Carmel ; and 
Tuesday evenings at the Salinas Commu-
nity Center, Salinas. Season tickets can be 
bought for the series, with special rates 
available for enlisted personnel, students 
(elementary through high school) and 
families. 
The first concert of the series is October 
10, 11 , and 12, 1982. This concert will 
feature liThe Romeros". They are known 
as " The Royal Family of the Guitar" and 
specialize in the realm of classical guitar. 
The music will range from Richard Strauss 
to a piece by the Romeros. 
Other concerts feature guest artists on 
the violin, piano, and oboe and a guest 
conductor. The programs are varied with 
music for everyone. 
For more information contact: The 
Monterey County Symphony Association, 
P.O. Box 3965, Carmel, California 93921. 
Or call them at 624-8511 or 758-3594. O' 
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Aguajlto Veterinary Hospital 
Thomas Williams, DVM 
Frank Kocher, DVM 
Tom Schubert, DVM 
Judy Martin, DVM 
1221 10th Street - Outside of 9th SI. Gate, NPS 
Call 372-8151 For AppOintment or Aller Hours Emergency Service 
ESTABLISHED StNCE 1971 
COMPLETE DENTAL CARE 
REASONABLE PRICES 
WE HONOR DENTAL INSURANCE PLANS 
CHILDREN WELCOME 
MILITARY PERSONNEL WELCOME 
• PLATES & PARTtAlS 
• CROWNS & BRIDGES 
• REPAIRS & RELINES 
• FtLlINGS & EXTRACTIONS 
• CLEANtNG & X·RAYS 
QUALITY 
DENTURES 
" PRICEO TO FIT YOUR NEEDS" 
Registered Dental Hygienist On Staff 
REPAIRS WHILE.YOU.WAIT 
DENTAL LAB ON PREMISES 
• PLA1[S & PARIIALS R[PAIREO 
MISSING THTH R[PLA(l[Q • 
373-0681 
DR. RONALD A. SELTZER 
~ 
DDS, INC. 
"FOR DENTISTRY YOU THINK YOU CANT AFFORD" • 121 FAIRGROUNDS ROAD MONTEREY. CALIF. 93940 











-RUGS OR CARPET! 
• , I Children's 
Experimental 
Theatre 
by Linda Booth 
When most of us think of children in 
plays, we think of the annual perfor-
mances given at a school and directed by 
one of the teachers. Auditions are held 
and a few lucky people get to play the lead 
roles. The bit parts aren't exciting but 
someone has to do them. Rehearsa ls start 
several weeks before opening night. 
Once the play is over the excitement is 
over and the chi ldren have not really had 
time to learn the skills that are so 
important to acti ng. 
In 1968 Marcia Gambrell Hovick sta rted 
CARPET 
REM A TS 
..... MLIl':. NAME 
CARPETS 
AND NO·WAX 
FLOORS ... READY 
TO INSTALL! 








'WITH EVERY ROOM SIZE 
REMNANT PURCHASED 
• 
517 E. FRANKLIN AVE. 
MONTEREY' (408) 373-4457 
• 
the Children's Experimental Theatre in 
Carmel so that children could have the 
opportunity to learn the ski lls of th~ art 
and be able to perform actively in several 
productions a year. 
Over one hundred child ren from 
grades one through twelve enroll in 
classes which meet from September to 
June, after school on weekdays, and on 
Saturdays. The children are taught all 
kinds of skills including pantomime, 
speech and lots of bodywork such as 
fencing. Mrs. Hovick believes that the 
voice and the body are both very import-
ant means of communication, but on 
stage the body is most important. 
Once the skills are worked on, the 
child ren are given the chance to perform 
on stage. Those chi ldren who have been 
at the school before perform in several 
plays in the fa ll. In December there is a 
combined adults and children's perfor-
mance. Then in the Spring the new 
students get their chance at the " big 
time", 
All are historica l plays and are written 
by such playwrights as Moliere, Shake-
speare, Shaw, and many others including 
Mrs. Hovick herself. 
Because Mrs. Hovick believes that 
acting shou ld be a positive experience for 
each student, she rewrites each play to fit 
the group who wi ll be pe rforming it. And 
if there is not a play already written that 
suits, she just writes one . 
There are no Illeading roles" with (ilots 
of lines", Each performer is given equal 
time and alternate casting is used so that 
every child has a chance to perform 
before an audience. However, no ch ild is 
forced to perform. 
There is a Traveling Troupe of children 
that performs for several schools all over 
Central California. One group will per-
form severa l times a day at different 
schools, and another day a different 
group goes. The schedule is made so that 
each child misses no more than one dayof 
regular school while performing in the 
Troupe. 
This May, the Troupe d id " The Golden 
Key" at La Mesa School. Some olthe other 
productions given this spring were IIStone 
Soup", "Rumplesti ltskin" , liThe Three 
Sillies" and "A Midsummer Night's 
Dream". 
The experiences that the children have 
at the Children's Experimental Theatre 
not only teach them the art of acting but 
also heighten their ski lls of observation, 
concentration , and communication, in-
crease their self confidence, and teach 
them history by being a part of it. 
Mrs. Hovick has a very experienced 
staff, some paid, many volunteers. Many 
former students retu rn to help this very 
worthwhile venture. 
If you are interested in acting classes for 
your child, give Marcia Hovick a call. She 
is a delightful person to ta lk with, and 
obviously very ded icated to her belief that 
children are great actors and actresses. 0 
ORDERS TO SAN DIEGO? 
Call Century 21 Ohman-Rattan Realtors for personalized ser-
vice to military families relocating to San Diego Area. 
CALL COLLECT for your relocation package 
1-714-461-3900 
all you need to know about the housing market, schools, bases, 
and new ways to finance in today's market. 
SUNDAY NEWSPAPER SENT ON REQUEST 
Representatives will be visiting the Monterey area in September 
~~2I. 
OHMAN-RATTAN REAL TORS® 
THE TOP TEAM 
(714) 461-3900 
8655 Navajo Road 
San Diego, California 92119 
ATTENTION: Military Relocator 
When you leave your carpet cleaning 
to us, you ca n rela x ... and have fun . 
The fun is on us bemuse we'd like the 
chance to show you the kind of home 
core service ServiceMaster is famous 
for. You'll love us for it! 
"'''',,_I.. SERVICEMASTER and 





2040 Sunset Drive 





by Jeffrey M. Schweiger 
II /Anything Goes': Tour de Force" read 
the headline in the Monterey Peninsula 
Herald, and Coasting's headline was liThe 
Musi c Swings and the Lines Tickle". Of 
NPS Little Theater's recent production of 
Cole Porter's Anything Goes, Herald critic 
Chris Hall said in part " Not often has the 
Peninsula been offered such an effective 
interpretation of musical comedy." But 
what is NPS Little Theater? 
The Nava I Postgraduate School Little 
Theater Organization has served as the 
community theater of the N PS communi-
ty for the pasttwenty years. Operating asa 
special interest group of the NPS Recrea-
tion Department, Little Theater subsists by 
virtue of voluntary membership and its 
productions. 
Little Theater exists to provide its 
members a convenient means for individ-
ual expression through dramatic perfor-
mance and the related areas of the 
technical and managerial aspects of 
theatrical production . An addition pur-
pose of NPS Little Theater is to provide the 
community it serves with entertainment 
through its presentations. 
Membership in little Theater is open to 
all U.S. active duty and retired military 
personnel in the Monterey Peninsula area 
and their depende nts, personnel of the 
military services of foreign countries 
associated with NPS and their depend-
ents, drilling reserve personnel assigned 
to the Naval Reserve Center, Pacific 
Grove and their dependents, and faculty 
and civilian personnel associated with 
NPS and their dependents. 
Currently, NPS little Theater presents 
three productions each year. In the 
summe r, a play by adults, for children is 
performed. A comedy or drama is pre-
sented in the fall , with a musical. such as 
the recent Anything Goes is presented 
each spring. Theatrical workshops also 
take place when possible. 
Our next production will be the 
summer children's show. This year the 
show will be Jack and the Giant by Ruth 
Newton. Auditions will be held the week 
of July 12th, with performances scheduled 
for August 21, 22, 28, 29, 1982. 0 
WE'RE BRINGING THE BEACH TO YOU!! 
36 
BEING ASSIGNED TO NORFOLK 
...----.OR VIRGINIA BEACH, VA?_----. 
IF YOU ARE, TIlEN YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO 
ATIEND OUR OPEN HOUSE AND OBTAIN CURRENT 
DATA ON HOUSING, FINANCING, AND SEE A VIDEO 
PRESENTATION ON TIlE TIDEWATER AREA 
DATES: AUGUST 12, 13, 14, 1982_ 
PLACE: HILTON INN RESORT, PENINSULA ROOM 
TIME: 1-6 PM 
COME OUT AND MEET US NEXT MONTH!! WE HAVE A 
PACKET OF INFORMATION FOR YOU!! 
JINI L. PERSONS. GRI 
Realtor Associate 




Col. USA ReI. 




Saturday and Sunday, July 24th and 25th 
Peninsula Room of the Hilton Inn Resort 





MARSHALL-EWALD EXECUTIVE PARK 
2620 SOUTHERN BOULEVARD 
VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA 23452 
CALL COLLECT (804) 463-2600 OR 481-4333 
Cam Templeton 
No. 1 Realtor for 1981 
Top in her firm and one of the top 
5 realtors in her area, Cam's suc-
cess has made her a member of the 
Million Dollar Sales Club. 
As a Navy wife and a thoughtful 
and professional realtor, her expe-
rience will mean an easier transition 
for you. 
Hawaii 
- '. ··'·l~" · " ·' HAli KOA 
REALTY, Inc. 
95-390 KUAHELANI AVENUE 
MILILANI TOWN, HAWAII 96789 
Bus. (808) 623-7000 Res. (808) 623-6848 
Nancy Raymond, 
A multi-million dollar pro-
ducer for three years, most of 
Nancy's work has been with mil-
itary families . She will be anx-
ious to share her knowledge and 
love of the beautiful Islands. 
Bob Raymond. a retired Naval 
Officer, accounting instructor at 
the University of Hawaii and 
broker in charge of the Town 
branch office. he has the back-
ground to answer all your needs. 
San Diego 
~ 
'1Ci#l hi 21 
Each officftindependently 
owned and operated. 
Laura Rogers 
Military Wife 
OHMAN-RATTAN REAL TORse 
8655 Navajo Road 
San Diego, California 92119 
(714) 461-3900 
Call Collect, Military Relocator 
The Top Team 
in the region sends their most qualified 
agents to assist military families in their 
housing needs. 
This team will assure you of the informa-
tion you must have about neighborhoods, 
schools, financing and future resale as 
well as other areas of prime concern to the 
military family . 
Accustomed to military transfers, 
laura is married to a Marine Officer. 
Jack is a former Naval Officer 
and he and Elaine specialize in 
working with inbound Navy families. 
Jack & Elaine Fornes. 
understand family needs 
Washington, D.C.-
~, . ifF FLo~sNTGE~R '!!~~ 
:'Iff 7040 OLD KEENE MILL ROAD 
REAL ESTATE, INC, 
Ellen Cleveland 
Member-Million 
Dollar Sales Club 
SPRINGFIELD, VIRGINIA 22150 
(703) 451-9400 
Ellen Cleveland covers a large 
amount of territory with ease and 
expertise. 
For years she has concentrated 
on working with graduates from the 
Naval Postgraduate School. 
A contact with herwill assure you 
of the confident feeling that comes 
from working with a seasoned 
professional. 
Discuss your transfer plans with 
Ellen, and she will stay in touch with 
a continuous now of information 
about the housing market in the 
D.C., Maryland area 
WHATEVER YOUR LIFESTYLE 
Our full service "Military Relocation Specialists" can 
make this an informative and pleasant move for you. 
RELOCATinG 
nORFOLK - VIRGiniA BEACH 
(or anuwhara In tha U.S.A.1 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
n & K th . CLIP AND MAIL TODAY II • 
"ose rue. Ple<lse send IIlformal10n on: : g Ilealty Corp • 0 Home 0 Townhome 0 CiU,I"r • ~ • • 0 COilSI 10 CoaSI Relo<.:allol1 Service 0 in5Ur,UlCf' • d · My Fclmlly conslslS of 0 SPOUSE' and children. . .. .,. . L d .,. d" • I prefer 10 locale 111: 0 Va. &dch 0 Norfolk 0 Ches.'peake I omorrow 5 eo ers I 0 oy P R $ • 
• nee tinge ____ _ 
• NAME RANK · 
400 Oakmears Cresent • • 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23462 • ADDRESS • 
• CITY STATE ZIP • 
• PHONE (NIT) • 
• For Personal Service, Ask for FRANK CREASY 
CALL COLLECT (804) 499-9191 or (804) 497-1830 
